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For many years now but particularly since the signing of the Good Friday Agreement the debate around 
'victims' of our violent political conflict has ebbed and flowed its way along a bumpy journey through 
time. Indeed in the course of this journey many others have suffered as a result of heightened emotions 
around this issue. Certainty with respect to whom is actually identified as a 'victim' and who is the 

.' 'victimiser/perpetrator' has been as clear as 'black and white' or if you are resident in, or associated to, 
another contesting constituency as clear as 'white and black'! 

Clearly society at large still appears to be wrestling with 'others' interpretations of their definition and the 
resulting deterrninations apparently continues to contribute to a denial of legitimacy for some individuals 
trauma, pain and suffering. It is .these interpretations and perceptions that we as an agency working in 
the field of conflict related trauma, pain and suffering decided to explore through this research. 

Our goal has been to highltght the complexities of the commentary around this emotive issue, that we 
may all have a better understanding. Hopefully with this insight we may add the necessary colour to 
what has been a simplistic 'black and white' perspective and in so doing better equip ourselves to further 
explore this contested moral and painful territory. 

Our organisational policy in this area has been that we do not determine who is a victim, or indeed who 
is not a victim of the violent conflict. This non-judgemental approach opens our resources to all those 
who are experiencing trauma, pain and suffering without discriminating on a basis of the event(s) which 
caused such distress. We, amongst others, have identified that there is much work to be done. We have 
limited resources, your support in the field in which ever form appropriate will be well received. 

Finally it gives me pleasure to acknowledge and commend our Stanford University intern, 
Robin Thurston, for conducting herself in the course of this research with integrity throughout. Thank 
you Robin for furthering our understanding of peoples' perspectives. 

Martin Snoddon 
Centre Director 
Multi-Agency Resource Centre 



Introduction 

In order to explore the issues that Martin has described, we created a questionnaire to provoke useful 
discussion about perceptions regarding victims and survivors in and about the Northern Ireland conflict. 

We attempted to gather input from people from as many different communities and backgrounds as 
possible. Contacts were made with people in victim/survivor support groups, local politicians, 
community leaders, religious leaders, people with Republican or Nationalist backgrounds, people with 
Loyalist or Unionist backgrounds, people from current and former security force personnel, 
ex-prisoners, people who work in peace and reconciliation groups, mental health workers, community 
and social workers. In total, about forty people or groups provided their input through directly filling 
out the questionnaire or partaking in conducted interviews 

Many people shared personal and sometimes painful feelings and stories in the interest of better 
explaining how they felt about these issues. As one respondent pointed out, 'it's not just like ticking off 
boxes about your favourite cola.' 

I greatly appreciate the time and thought that all respondents put into the research. 

The responses suggested six general themes, which have formed the framework for this report. First, we 
asked respondents to comment upon a number of possible definitions of trlctim,' as well as to provide 
alternate definitions. Discussion regardmg terminology, such as 'victim,' '~urvivor,~ 'casualty,' and its 
utility is the second theme. The third theme regards the social understanding of victimhood, both the 
breadth of definition and whether a hierarchy, or levels, of victimhood exists. Fourth, the question of 
whether people who have engaged in the violence associated with the Troubles should be considered 
victims is presented; this discussion includes opinions considering peoples' motivations or the 
circumstances which may have contributed to their becoming a 'perpetrator.' The fifth theme attempts 
to ground the discussion more in personal experience, as it includes respondents' answers regarding how 
they see themselves as being victims or not, as well as whether they feel that the greater society has 
recognized and supported them. The h a 1  section regards the relevance and usefulness, or possible lack 
thereof, of debate regarding these issues. 

Within each of the larger sections are descriptions of types of opinions, followed by the respondents' 
own words. These have been presented somewhat like a conversation. We have avoided numerical 
breakdowns of answers, as we do not feel such a format is as useful or meaningful for this type of 
research. 

It is important to recognise, and we are very aware, that these respondents are a fraction of the many, 
many people in and around Northern Ireland who have strong feelings about the issues raised in the 
questionnaire. While it seems that the opinions you will read represent a broad spectrum of sentiment, 
we have no doubt that many issues and different opinions are yet to be raised and heard. Hopefully, the 
opinions expressed in this report will simply be the beginning of ongoing, healthy and productive 
discussion. 



On a personal note, we have attempted to avoid colouring this report of others' perspectives with our 
own conclusions. I cannot help but say, however, how much I have been struck by our respondents' 
thoughtfulness and openness to engage with difficult issues. I have been ficrther touched by,so many 
peoples' wjJlingness to acknowledge the validity of opinions that differ from their own, as well as the 
predominate sentiment that discovering and understanding these differences is a vital part of healmg, as 
individuals and as a society. 

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to everyone who contributed to this project. The 
respondents have been extremely generous with their time and thoughts. Everyone at M.A.RC. has 
made me feel very welcomed and supported while being here this summer. We have all  contributed to 
the completion of this research, whether it be through conducting interviews, initiating contacts, editing 
the report or simply creative thinking; of which there can never be too much. 

Robin Thurston 
Summer 2002 



Points on presentation 

Language: 

The importance and intricacies of what terminology to use in order to discuss these ideas became 
abundantly clear during this process. From the outset, in so far as it might be possible, our intention was 
to use even-handed language. Finding a vocabulary, however, that matches the diversity of feelings and 
sensitivities proved difficult. Words used such as 'perpetrator,' 'security force,' and 'conflict7 are some 
that respondents commented on especially. 

In the interest of consistency, this report continues to use those words. 
This issue further illustrates the complexity of the debate; we acknowledge this. 

Respondents' identities: 

In the interests of privacy and comfort, as well to separate opinions from personalities, all responses have 
been presented anonymously. Respondents were asked, however, for a generic description of their 
background to provide further context for their answers. 

The personal descriptions cited with each quotation are how each respondent chose to describe 
themselves. 



Defmitions 

The opening of the questionnaire, and the interviews, included a series of possible definitions of 
'victim' in terms of the political violence in and about Northern Ireland. We did not aim to 
decide upon the best definition, so much as to gather opinions about the different types of 
definitions and language that people in and about Northern Ireland may use in association with 
'victim'. 

We suggested the following definitions: 

1. Those who have been physically orpsychologiicaUy injured fiom vlblnt, condrct related 
incidents and the dose relatives orparmers who care for them, along with those who mown 
their dead or injured loved ones.' 

2. AU those who have been dected by the cumulative effects of three decades of violence in 
Nodern Ireland 

3. An hocent,  who has been M e 4  injured or harmed through no fa& of theit own, rather by 
the unjustified actions of another. 

4. One whose Me has been signl%cantly and negatively affected by violent, potitical codEct. 
Tfis effect may be, but is not W t e d  to: personal death or i n j q y  death or injury of a loved one, 
emotional flauma, loss of a sense of secmii); dsplacement, loss of educational or job 
opportunities, dscihhation or substantively lowered quality of lie. 

The respondents were asked: 

How do you feel about such defktions? Whatparts of them do you tind valuable or not? 

Khat kind of detinitions do you tind more meaningful and accurate? 

A number of respondents felt that all of the definitions were legitimate; and that one's preference 
would be determined by personal experience. 

"I don't think that you can exclude any of these definitions at all, because they're all true to a certain 
extent. That's where the dfficulties have been. If you pick one and exclude the other three.. .Well I 
can't exclude any of them, no." [Ofin'aI Repubbcan background, now cornmunip worked 

"I would agree with all those as being fair deht ions  of a victim. Probably if I'm bringing in our own 
group, the one that would be probably closest to us would be the last one, which would cover the 
broader spectrum of victims. But definitely all four of them would be fair definitions of a victim." [Work 
in Lgakst ex-priJoner support p@] 

' Adapted fiom the Bloomfield Report. 



"Personally, I prefer the person affected to define themselves, definitions such as 'victim' are, at best, an 
indicator of where someone is in their journey through trauma and healing. Therefore they are best used 
by the person themselves rather than running the risk of labelling the person and freezing them at a 
single moment or event in their lives.. . The broader the defhition the more encompassing it is. I find 
the definitions which differentiate between one victim and another to be less helpful when I am working 
with people. Yet I can also understand an individuals' needs for having these distinctions (as in #3 
above) ." [I to-ordinate an e&me& inclusive programme for uictim/sum'vors, training as a psychobgis~ 

On the other hand, a roughly equal number of people - slightly under one-fifth of the I 
respondents - were unsure whether any of the definitions were meaningful. They were inclined 
to feel that definitions are often more hurtful than helpful. This sentiment emerged most 
strongly from those with a Republican background. 

"But it's hard to see how any of them could be valuable. We feel that they keep us in a time warp." [3 
Cathobc m0thet.s ofexild sons] 

''They are not true or valuable." V g m q  ofeaght Sinn Fein voters, some new, some long--tern.] I 
"I don't find any of them particularly helpful or otherwise. Being a victim, or however else you might 
personally term yourself, is a subjective thing and other peoples' definition of what you are doesn't 
always gel with what you think you are." [An Englishman with Irish anceshy dose son sewed as a soMim and was 
murdered in Northern Irekan4 

The fourth definition - one whose life has been si&nYicantly and negatively afirected by d e n t ,  
political conflct. TThr's effect may be, but is not limited to: personal death or i t l jq ,  death or 
h j q  of a loved one, emotional uauma, loss of a sense of secun3; aXsplacement, loss of 
educational or job opportunities, cir'sczhnhation or substantively lowered quaLity of life - 
received the most positive responses. Over a quarter of the respondents throughout the Merent 
communities found this definition acceptable or preferable. 

"That's one that people often don't recognise. How's its impacted on decisions they've made in their 
lives, educational or job opportunities. Or people would not be comfortable calling themselves a victim 
simply if they've only been discriminated against. Because in their mind they think that a victim is 
someone who has lost a loved one or been physically damaged. It's the emotional psychological 
consequences that people are uncomfortable with." [A h a h ~ t  ex$riJoner who now works in the comm~ni~y] 

"If I were to choose one of these, then I'd probably choose the last one." [Work in a strpportgroupfor 
victims/s~mvors] l 
'The last one seems to embrace the most people." [An Engbsbwoman whose&ther was k lkd  ly an IRA bomb in 1 
England] I 

I 
"The latter is most useful since it encompasses the conflict itself and therefore all affected. The fust 
three seem to either exclude certain people and/or communities or to appear to be to bland (e.g. no. 2) 
to make 'victim,' as distinct from 'witness,' meaningful." [Former member ofthe IRA] 

"There would seem to be a need to define a 'victim' otherwise it is left to personal perception, some of 
whom would not be seen as justified by the majority. All but the third defit ion could include 



paramilitaries who many do not see as victims. The fourth definition covers a wider definition of how a 
person can be affected and perceived as a victim but again leaves it open for paramilitaries to be included.. . 
The fourth definition is more meaningfid and accurate as it extends beyond the usual narrow definition of 
victims who have suffered death or injury and their relatives." [EngliJh mother @a British so& &Ikd on dug in 
Northern Inhnd 

One man expressed concern that it could be hard to measure some of the effects mentioned in 
definition four, or to attribute them directly to the Troubles. 

"Loss of educational or job opportunities, discrimination, lowered quality of life, nothing wrong with 
that. But how do you measure that? How do you measure whether your quality of life's been lowered? 
There might be some difficulties there." [Communio workerj 

The first definition - those who have been physicdy orpsychologidy hjured fiom nblent, 
codict related hcidents and the dose relatives orpaxtners who care for them, along the those 
who mourn their dead or injured loved ones - was also somewhat well received, again cross- 
community. 

"l3ecause a lot of people have suffered who haven't actually been injured. And that's what appeals to me 
about that one. Because very often, the lives of children for instance aren't looked into.. . A lot of 
people think they're only affected because something has happened to them. I would say no." [I w a  a 
victim, then a sm'ceperson and now a communig worked 

"I would be very comfortable with the first one. Because for me a victim is not necessarily the first line 
received of the Troubles. There have been those whose lives have been affected as a result as well." 
semng RUC, now PSNI oflcetj 

A few people felt that either the first or fourth definitions were acceptable, as they were fairly 
broad and inclusive, yet within a specified limit. 

"I think the first and fourth are more likely to involve the people who might be considered victims.. . It 
can be anyone who has been bereaved.. . I think the second one is probably a bit broad and could 
include a lot of people who may not be considered victims." [Engksbwoman, no nLz@on, communig workertvith 
victims] 

A few people, about a tenth of those questioned, felt that the second definition - d those who 
have been &ected by the cumulative effects of three decades of violence h Northern IreIand - 
was particularly useful for the extent of its inclusivity. 

"The second one.. . I think everyone in Northern Ireland who have lived through the conflict is a victim 
and have been affected psychologically in some way, maybe not physically. Everybody is in some way a 
victim." [Works in ssupportgmup] 

"I actually do believe that it is everyone living in the north of Ireland that have been affected by the 
Troubles. Because you're living in an atmosphere, and you don't have control over what's happening.. . 
A lot of other people out there, as I said earlier on, by living here, probably don't even realise it's 
affecting them in some way." [Mother ofa murdered teenagerj 



"I feel that dehtions of 'victims' should cover anyone who has been affected, in any way, by the 
conflict of Northern Ireland. I believe that all parts of the definitions are valuable to those they 
concern." [English, uicfimised Ly a bombplanted in Enghnd now inuohed in apeaceprogtamme] 

On the other hand, substantial objection existed to the breadth of the second definition. Many 
of these respondents argued that such breadth made the definition feel meaningless. 

"I think victim has been somewhat misused. Everybody and his brother who live in Northern Ireland 1 
would believe that they're victims. So that can't be true. I suppose that without trying to make a 
hierarchy of victims, there are different levels of victimhood." [Victim/sumvor sqpodgroq work4 I I 

'The second one: all those who have been affected, is very wide, perhaps a little too vague to really 
capture something about the harm or the injury associated with the word 'victim' about the dfferent 
ways, captured by the last one, in which people were affected by the violence." p w h  South Aficanpeuce 1 
worker, living in Dublin] 

l 

"I don't subscribe to the idea that 'everyone' who has lived in N.I. during the Troubles is a victim as this 1 
is too broad a generalisation. There are those who have been affected to a greater degree than have s o d  
others." [I CO-odnate an exbzme3 inclusiveprogrammefor uidm/sumrYcmrs, iraining UJ apyhohgidj I 

Only a very few respondents preferred the third definition - an hocent, who has been killed, 
hjured or harmed through no fault of theit own, rather by the unjustZed actions of anothet 

" w e  third is] more closely associated with my views ... My view is that the police officer who's sent out 
on the street, first and foremost, is the innocent victim here as well. And he's somebody carrying out his 
duties on behalf of the state." p serving RUC, now PSNI oficeij 

'Whatever definition is used must recognise totally innocent victims. We're not really interested in how 
perpetrators would see themselves. They made the victims. We became victims because of their 
actions." [Unionist, working chs, emigatedfolhwing murder ofRUCfahe4 

A somewhat greater number of respondents felt that the third definition would be meaningful te 
some people. This sentiment was particularly true among ex-combatants some of whom said 
they could understand the motivation behind a fairly limited definition such as this, but they 
would probably not agree with it. 

"An innocent - I can look at both sides of it, relate to both sides of it. Although we would differ on o 
definition of a victim, I sympathise with the& attitude to it. If I put myself in the security force end of 
things, I can understand." [Work in Loyalist expfsoner suppofigroq] 

"Rather by .the ~t j~ . r@ed actions ofanother You would need to know, in terms of the person that was injured 1 
or killed what was their motivation or what was going on in their minds, you know. To the victim or the 
family or friends, it would be unjustified. But even in terms of sectarian killings or injuries, there's a 
motivation behind that, to instil terror in that community. So there's still a political connotation to it. 
Although the individual who's been hurt or killed may not have been involved, so there is a motivation 
there and a .sense by the people who carried it out, a political perspective to it. So that would cause quite 
a lot of difficulty." [A Lgaht  expisoner wbo now work in the communi~] I 



A substantial number of respondents were very uncomfortable with the exclusivity they felt 
associated with the third definition. 

"It would suggest that those who would be on the side of the security forces or those from the 
paramilitary groups themselves would not have been victims. So I was uncomfortable with that in many 
respects. I know there are a number of others who would be as well." ~fomerpobce  o$cer, injured in the 
Tmubks] 

"I think it excludes a very large constituency of other people who have had strong consequences from 
this whole conflict, and I don't think that we can afford to be exclusive. We have to be inclusive if that's 
what we're after - an inclusive society." [O$sn'aI RepubLcan background, now communio worked 

"The third one, to be honest, there's a judgment element to that there, who's been innocent? There are 
values there as to who is a legitimate victim or not." [Communig worked 

Most people did not suggest definitions that were substantially different from the ones included 
in the questionnaire; some alternatives were provided, however. Along with these, a number of 
people described the complexities they saw in the attempt to create a definition. 

"Anyone who died or was murdered as a result of the conflict, but who was not engaged directly or 
indirectly with terrorist activity, I would consme as a victim." smng RUC, now PSNI oflced 

"There must be an emphasis on the person having no choice of their own in creating their victimhood. 
This would include someone who's been injured, insulted, or had a loved one murdered as a result of 
terrorist activity. This defhition is accepted by our group." [Wmh ingroupfor innocent vick'ms OfprnamBaty 

-1 

"I would be more comfortable with 'a victim is someone who has suffered.' Suffering, it's much less 
objectionable, I think. I think ultimately it's what ties us all together, perhaps the rawest human 

I experience." [An Amenkan mrmbd 

I 

"I don't have a clear definition of 'victimhood.' I am still searching for language that can really capture 
the moral, psychological and human dimensions of the impact of a violent act... I steer away from using 
'victim' in an unqualified sense. I prefer to talk of somebody who has been deeply harmed, somebody 
who has been violated, thus attempting to link the pain to a specific event, place or context, which makes 

l 
you sensitive to the possibilities of that person occupying a different role in a different context." whfc 

i Soutb Ajir'canpatd  work^; king in Dubkn] 

"Given the root of the word victim is the Latin noun 'victirna' meaning someone who is sacrificed for a 
cause, religious or otherwise. Then I am not a victim...my son is! It could be argued that my peace of 
mind and quality of life has been sacrificed. Nevertheless, it becomes tiresome to constantly remind 
people that I am not a victim so I adhere to the term for the sake of convenience." p n  Engkshman with Iish 
mce.rtty whose son sewed as a soka?er and was murdmd in Northern Irehnd] 

"Definitions of victim will invariably be governed by one's personal experience. As the parent of a 
young boy killed by an IRA bomb, I expect my definition could differ in substance, tone, political 
connotation, from that of a parent whose young child has been killed by security forces. Consequently, I 
doubt that one universal definition will ever be agreed upon. It is better therefore to listen to all 
experiences with an open mind and try, in so far as one ever [can], to set aside personal judgments and 
hierarchies of injury or injustice." [An Engkshman whose son was kiIkd ly an IRA bomb] 



"A definition that recognises that N. Ireland has experienced a conflict, (a political conflict) involving all 
of society. This definition would require us to accept the legitimacy of every person's victimhood or 
possible victimhood, [without] requiring anyone to simultaneously accept or deny the legitimacy of the 
victim's political opinion or actions." [Fomer member ofthe IRAJ 

1 

l 



Terminology 

Nearly everyone expressed an opinion on the complex issue of terminology. We asked a series 
of questions attempting to explore the wide range of feeling regarding the use and utility of 
words such as 'victim,' 'survivor' and 'casualty.' 

A number ofpeople have suggested the words 'suMvor' or casualwrather than 'victim. ' How 
do you feel about these tenns? Are there any other words that you feel are more uselid? 

Do you iEnd the debate surroundGrg the use of words and thet meanings valuable? Why or why 
not? 

How do you feel about the argument that labelling someone a victim (or a survivor or casualty) 
perpetuates that identity? Could one's identification as a victim either enhance or detract fiom the 
process of healing? 

Across the spectrum, some people did not find any of the words useful, either to describe 
themselves or others. 

"we] don't like these words, we have all been hurt, traumatised and suffered, maybe we need a new 
word." [A groq o f  16peoph with Nafionalist/Republican backgmunds, all ofwhom have, in some wg, been, involved in or 
sqported the Republican 'tame 'j 

"I am not happy calling myself any of these labels as they seem to keep me in one place." 
Engrishwoman dose father tvas killed Ly an IRA bomb in Enghnd 

'Well, pan of me is wondering why, necessarily7 do we want to put the label victim onto ourselves? If 
you're looking for reasons to be a victim, there are issues as to why you want to do that.. . Or is it just 
acknowledging that we all are victims? Which, at the end of the day, is possibly a meaningless thing 
anyway.. . So we all label ourselves as 'survivors.' It's more positive, but it's still.. .why do we need to 
necessarily pigeon hole ourselves?" [Communizj worked 

"I find it quite hard to use the word victim as it gives people a label. Quite often it portrays them as a 
helpless person. Survivor is to some extent easier to live with because it implies that someone has 
overcome something, but that rmght not always be the case. The word casualty, as I've said before, from 
people in this island that implies that there has been some sort of war.. . I don't know what the word 
might be, but I am not happy with any of these." [Eng(ishwoman, no rebgion, communi~ wwker with vi&'ms] 

Most of the people who responded did use the terminology, at least to some degree. A number 
of people, particularly those who have suffered great losses directly, preferred 'victim.' 

"For me to be a victim shows people that sometlung has happened to me. And then they're wondering 
what do you do? How do you get by each day? What are your coping strategies?"Motber 4 a  murdered 

tet7@3?l 



"It's not that they [people who prefer to call themselves 'victims? enjoy that role, but they feel it's the 
role they've taken on. And they don't want people to.. . It's almost as though by being a victim, they can 
be the conscience of society." [Works in a supportgmKpfor uictims/s~wivots] 

"And some people, [who I work with] have become comfortable with the term 'victim' because they 
don't see it as a negative thing. They see it as a group of people and they've built friendships and things 
from that. So their own definition of being victims is a positive thing in that sense." v Lo_ab.rt ex-ptisonrr 
who now works in the communig] 

"No, I think the word victim aptly describes it.. .any other words are not that valuable." serving RUC, 
now PSNI oficetj 

"Once you become a victim it cannot be undone. A victim is a victim.. . Being called a victim does not 
indicate the depth of your grief or the stage you might have reached in your journey to full recovery.. . 
It's rather like saying that an amputee will not fully recover unless he/she stops missing the lost limb. 
The limb is lost, they are still an arnputee.. .how long it takes them to recover is down to them not what 
others might want to call them." [Engksb m'th Irish ancesQ] 

At least one respondent who favoured the term 'victim' felt that alternate words are being used 
by ex-paramilitary members for political purposes. 

"I could understand why they [paramilitaries] would want to use words like 'survivor,' and why they 
might want to use other terminology, like 'we're all casualties of the conflict,' which is a favourite one c - 

theirs you know. I would want to disassociate myself from those types of comments, because I don't 
think they're useful to innocent people on both sides of the community in Northern Ireland.. . I think 
that those words are more for paramilitaries.. . so I wouldn't associate myself with it." v serving RUC, n m  
PSNI oficed I 

The majority of people expressed the sentiment that the use or overuse of the word 'victim' cat 

detract from the healing process. 

"I would agree with that. [That hbelkng someone a 'victim' canperpetuate that identig.] 'Victim' means you're r 
victim of someone else's actions. And that can lead to argument that it's holding back the process if you 
hke." [Ofin'aI Rtpubbcan backgmund, now communig worked I 
"In [our] group experience, no-one wants to be labelled as a victim. By not agreeing to be a victim 
healing has already started. w e ]  feeling of victimisation will stop healing process." [Agroup ofezght Sign 
Fein uotm, some new, some kmg-term]' 

"I think it [terminology] is boxing people in. And I think that sometimes even people who are victims 
groups.. . saymg 'we're victims.' I think that boxes people in and puts them back." &4 woman who h a  .reme, 

I 
in the semriiyforces and now works in a supportgmKp] 

"I feel that words/labels always stop true growth and healing. A more positive word/label would lead m 
more positive actions." [Unionist/Pmtestant who wasforted to emigratefim Northem IreIandJ 

care pmfessionaal, ethnic minoriiy] 

I 
'Yes, ['victiml invariably detracts from the process of healing. pt] becomes their life." health and s o d  

I 



A few people pointed out that whether or not the word 'victim' is harmful depends upon its use. 

"I th.tnk it has more to do with the group that is calling itself a victim. I have seen that some victims 
groups do not give the opportunities for healing and some do. Also any individual victim can use the 
label not to heal." Englishwoman whose father war k lkd  by an IRA bomb in Enghnd 

"I thmk it's an extremely personal matter, something that each individual must define for themselves. I 
suppose if you get really locked into the whole victim thing, it's a very &S-empowering term: to be a 
victim. I know that in the media, and in some respects politicians, would lock people into that sense of 
victimhood because they need there to be victims for one reason or another. And for people themselves 
it can be dis-empowering. However, I know that some people like the term victim." [Works in a support 
groupfor M'ctims/suwivors] 

"I think it depends on how the word victim is perceived.. .it could imply some kind of helplessness or 
long term identity. But I also see the benefit in using the term when people have been traumatised." 
[EngLsbwoman, no reb&ion, commutaitj worker m'th victims] 

Fewer people felt that the use of 'victim,' does not impact healing. 

'The process of healing is always going to be difficult in a divided society. I don't believe by labelling 
one as a victim, survivor or casualty makes any difference to the healing process." member oftbepubb 
sewi'ce who works on behaf ofson'etj whose colleagues have been murdered by both paramiktaty groups] 

"To be honest with you, I don't really feel that it's important what word you use. It's really the individual 
who sees themselves as a victim, a survivor or casualty." [I war a victim, then a sm'ceper~on and now a communio 
worked 

A few people pointed out that the word 'victim' is often the only appropriate description, 
regardless of its perceived impact on healing. 

"People need recognition of their pain or loss, that they are victims. Lack of such recognition can cause 
anger and resentment and detract from the healing process. Victims are not helpless, they can have great 
strengths emotionally to overcome pain or loss." [English mother ofa British souer klkd on d ~ f y  in-Northern 
It-ekzndJ 

"If someone is a victim, then they remain a victim. It cannot be a status that can be awarded or removed 
by public opinion. Healing can't take place by denying the above." [Former member ofthe IRA] 

The sense that the term 'survivor' carries more positive connotations emerged as a predominant 
theme across the different groups. Community support workers and those who would perceive 
themselves as 'outside' the conflict were particularly apt to mention this feeling. 

"I like the word 'survivor' more than 'victim.' I think that's more healthy to have that understanhg of 
what we've been through.. . To acknowledge that they have been traumatised [by the Troubles] and at 
the same time to say, 'well, I am a survivor. I have coped with this and I am getting better."' [Works in 

sup~ortgroupl 



"'Survivor' or 'casualty' are better - 'victim' implies too much helplessness and can give people an 
identity in suffering rather than a way out." [A health and s o d  carepmfessional, ethnic minong] 

''The word 'survivor' is a good one that is often used. I think many people who see themselves as 
victims are more comfortable with this idea of survival because of the negative connotation of passiviq 
or being a powerless object of someone else's actions associated with 'victim."' [A wbite S o d  Ajhcanplu 
worker, living in DuElin] 

"Survivor is ultimately more life-giving." [An American research4 

"The survivors are all those who are in the target area. They're the survivors, including ourselves. You 
loved one gets killed, and you're in the area, and it's an attack on your family. You're the survivor. 
Because you're the family member that's left. The one who died is the victim." [Victim/sumivor suppoortp 
work4 

The use of 'casualty' was rather contentious among those who commented on it. Most people 
focused primarily upon the use of 'victim' or 'survivor.' Those who did favour casualty often 
came from security forces or had been targeted by their own community. 

"In the case of a security member, I would consider them a casualty of the conflict, but members of thr 
family would fall into the category of victim." [A member ofthepub&c sm'ce who works on bebayofson'eg who~e 
coIkagues have been murdered by bothparamYitatyp~lps] 

"Casualty feels better than the others. It suggests an accident rather than deliberate action." [3 Catholir 
mothm ofexikd som] 

"I'm not sure that one word will ever describe it. I see myself as a casualty." [Unionist/Pmtestant who tvas 

forced to emigratejvm Northern Inhand 

Most people articulated or implied that the use of one word over another is very much an 
individual's personal choice. A substantial number of respondents argued that people who h a  
suffered must be allowed to choose to call themselves victims, or not, depending upon their ow 
sense of healing. 

"I think it's an extremely personal matter, something that each individual must define for themselves." 
[Works in a supportgmup for victims/sum'vorr] 

"The definition depends on the person themselves. For me that's the end of it, you know.. . People 
don't realise that it's a process and that it's often interchangeable: being a victim or a survivor or f e e 4  
one day you forgive and another day that you hate. It's an ongoing daily battle that people feel, and it's 
legitimate. And it's not contradictory. It's part of the trauma. It's part of grieving." v Loyaht ex-prism 
who now works in the communi41 

"People will move if allowed in their own time. They must be allowed to use their own 'label' and heal 
their own time and space." p pup of  16peqk with Nationaht/R@ublican backgmunds, aff ofwhom have, in some w y  
been, involved in or supported the Republican (cause1 

"For me, until I am truly recognised as a victim, I can't heal or move on. Even the friends we had in 
RUC circles didn't understand why we gave up everythg and moved, but at the time of death there W 
no support from them." [Unionish working chs, em@ated@Ibwing murder ofRUCf.th.3 



'Yes I think the debate needs to continue around these words and what they mean to people. Having 
learnt from experience that individuals reach different stages of 'victimhood' at different times. Each 
individual must reach the stage they are comfortable with in their own time. For some, this may mean 
moving at a very slow pace.. . I think that is entirely up to the individual concerned." [Enghh, victimised by a 
bombphnted in Engknd, now involved in apeace programme] 

Similarly, concern exists surrounding the use of 'survivor,' that it can be and has been pushed 
upon people who are not ready. Some people, especially those working in support groups in 
different communities, felt that has been done for political reasons. 

"['Survivor' suggests] moving on, showing their strength, character.. .The funders keep concentrating on 
innocent victim and about being a survivor. Getting on with the job, moving on, battling for money, all 
that type of stuff. And that doesn't work for people who have been through major trauma.. .there are 
people who can't move on. They suffered so much that they just can't." [Mother ofa murdered teenageij 

"There's the whole question of someone getting stuck in the term 'victim.' Who decides that? Who 
decides when enough time has passed and they shouldn't be calling themselves a victim anyrnore? I 
don't think other people can decide that.. . And they're two words [victim and survivor], but there's an 
awful lot of damage that can be done by the use of those words.. . So I would have a big issue around 
that whole political game that's being played around the terms." [A Loyalist ex-prisoner who now work in the 
community] 

"My group resents attempts by the establishment to remove the word 'victim' from the vocabulary. It's 
an attempt to sanitise language." [Work in grollpfor innocent Vittims ofparamilitary temrism] 

"Because we're all survivors. And everybody's trylng to be brave for everybody else. So there's that 
hidden thing there that's part of the survival role that we all take I think. Because there are times that we 
can expose our true emotions and then there are times that in a sense we cannot because we have to be 
able to cope in that particular situation, because the situation demands that." vpriesij 

A strong sense emerged that many people go on a 'journey' or 'progression' from 'victim' to 
'survivor' to a further stage in life. A number of people, from all constituencies, described the 
personal journeys that they had made, or the journeys they have witnessed others make. Most 
did not know where the journey would end, if it would end. Words like 'healer,' 'thriver,' 
'rescuer,' and 'witness,' have been used to describe this personal progression. 

"Or neither.. .It's only when they go through the healing process that they would see themselves as a 
survivor.. . Because I see it, well certainly in my case I would say that I was a victim first, then a survivor, 
then a healer." [I was a victim, then a serviceperson and now a mmmuni~ worked 

"The only people who can say if they are a victim, or survivor, is themselves. When they feel 
comfortable. That's the whole start of a journey into something else. For most of them, it's a journey 
from victimhood to survivor. And from survivor onto something else. We don't know where it ends, 
but the world's your oyster when you make that step." [Victimsum'vor suppotfgroup worked 

"Having once thought of myself as a 'victim' and now feeling that I have moved on and recognised 
myself as a survivor, I feel that each individual must see themselves as what they are comfortable with at 
any given time." [English, victimsjed by a bombpkznted in Engkznd now involved in apeaceprogramme] 



"Victim - survivor - witness - thriver: think of it as a progression. Words and terms are a symptom a 
people healing, but they are also an integral part of healing." vitfim/~m'orgrotlp fan'k'tatot] 

"'Victim' and 'survivor' suggest to me stages on the road to recovery and healing. 'Victim' suggests 
someone at the stage of powerlessness where things are outside their control; while 'survivor' suggests 
me someone who has been able to reclaim some sense or measure of control over the trauma that has 
occurred." [I co-ordinate an e-eb intlusiveprogrmmefor vicfim/mmlVImrs, baitling as apsychlogiszj 

Finally there was a sense, especially amongst ex-prisoner respondents, that it does not matter 
which word is most used, as long as it is done in an inclusive way. 

"I don't know what is the best terminology, but something that's acceptable to everyone I suppose.. . 
we could find some type of terminology which people feel comfortable with, fine. It doesn't really 
matter what they call it at the end of the day.. .what we're trying to do is bring this society forward om 
conflict. And whichever [word] is the best, with that perspective would be fine." [O@cialRtpublican 
background, now community workerj 

"I think that the ones who have the difficulty with it [the use of terminology] are the ones who are usi 
a strict definition. But I honestly believe that as time goes on and they talk to other groups and they 
meet people from other groups they will understand that there are many more who have suffered." 
[Work in b y a l i ~ t  ex-pri~oner stlpportpq9] 

A few people felt that all of these words could be applicable in various circumstances. 

"All of these words are useful, but perhaps we should first really attempt to ascertain or define what ty 
of conflict existed in N. Ireland over the past 30 years. If we agreed on that, i.e. what type of confliq 
would/should probably be able to use all of the above words in their normally understood context. If 
we can't agree [on] the form of the conflict - all definitions can be contentious.. . I use all words becm 
those are the words that apply to peoples who have experienced a civil conflict where lethal force was 
frequently used." [Fonner member oftbe lRA] 

"Victim' and 'casualty' both imply death or injury to themselves or a loved one, whereas 'survivor' is 
more general and could be someone who has lived through the Troubles but has not personally been 
killed or injured. Perhaps the word 'casualty' is more appropriate for paramilitaries killed or injured 
whilst on operations." [Engbb motber ofa Brik'sh ~ok&er &lhd on hty in Norfhem Inkand 

Another respondent addressed the use of 'labelled' itself. 

"I would use the term 'acknowledged as' rather than 'labelled as.' Acknowledgement of one's hurt h+ 
with healing." p cktgman who has been mgagedpastora& tbronghout tbe Tmubb - inpri~on, in situdbns ofviohce tvidt 
vidm and their farnil44 

A significant minority of people argued that debating the use of terminology is not n e c e s s e  
useful. 

'The debate is probably not that valuable, we should try to move beyond it." F hyabst ex-prisoned 

"Victim or survivor both mean the same thing to me. You know, you're a victim, yes, you've come 
through it. If ~ou're a survivor, you've come through something that has been hurtful. So both of tha 
definitions mean the same thing to me, so I don't have any angles on that, you know.. . . I dop't find ir 



significant at all. I think the people class themselves more as victims. I haven't really heard much of the 
word." [An SDLP counciIknj 

"Debate? I would rather explore how we heal and move on. Do words matter so much?' 
[Unionist/Pmtestant who warforced to emigratejbm N o ~ h e m  Imbn4 

"No I do not find it valuable, I think it is counterproductive. Who is a victim and who is not greatly 
depends on which group you belong to: i.e. Republicans believe they are victims and therefore the British 
army is the terrorists. The army believes that the Republicans are terrorists and they (the army) are the 
force for good and therefore they are the victims. The Loyalists believe that everyone is out to get them 
so they are victims." v n  Englishman wi'th Irish ancesby dose  son sewed as a soMer and wm murdeered in Northem Ierebnaj 

"Having debated the words and their meanings previously, I'm bound to conclude that it's rather like 
examining the meaning of life, and can become a full time occupation in its own right. Better, I think, to 
accept a wide, slightly woolly set of parameters and then, in an inclusive fashion, move ahead.. . I am a 
victim. It is a fact. It cannot be undone. Deal with it and stop the fruitless search for alternative 
language - people are crying and hurting whilst the debate goes on . . . and on." p n  Englishman whose son w a ~  

&I.d by an IRA bomb] 

A somewhat larger number of people felt that this sort of discussion can be helpful. For many, it 
depends upon how such discussion is conducted. 

"I suppose if a name helps us move on, we should debate it." pyoung Catholic manJFom North BeFasiJ 

"I probably change - sometimes thinking it's a waste of time getting caught up in definitions etc. 
However, I believe there is a need for all those who have experienced trauma to have the opportunity to 
talk this through - i.e. what happened, how they felt, how has it changed their lives, what repercussions 
does it still hold for them. While also realising this is needed by some but not by all - each individual 
needs to be treated as such and do what is right for them." vpemeived Catholic/Nationabt b a t b u n &  sfill 
ident$es with m a y  a.pectsJ but bar &$FtuIries with others] 

"I think it depends on who is having the debate.. . . It's important that the debate is involving the victims 
rather than just being decided by people who are removed, such as policy makers, and that what is 
decided is what victims actually feel happy with." [EnglishwomanJ no rehigion, communig worker with victims] 

'Yes, find the most relevant and helpful word." [A health and socialcarepmfessional, ethnic minorizj] 

"I am always struck by how emotional these debates tend to become, by how much is at stake for people 
in holdrng on to certain meanings - perhaps understanding this dynamic is what the debate should be 
about, with less emphasis on finding the 'right' definition?' white South Aficanpeuce work6 Ziving in Dublin] 

"The debate can/could be useful if there is a genuine commitment by all to reach a conclusion to the 
discussions. Unfortunately, this is not the case and too many people have a desire to establish a political 
position via the use of definition. This renders the current debate less than useful." [Former member ofthe 

IRA1 

"PS debate is] very valuable and much needed. It is in such debates that we gain greater insight into 
what is helpful for people going through a trauma. It increases our sensitivities in the language we use at 
such times." [I co-ordinate an extnme3 inclusive progrmmejr vittm/sumuors, training m apsychobgrj4 



Breadth & Hierarchy 

To further examine the complexities of what victimhood means in and about Northern Ireland, 
we attempted to uncover respondents' feelings about how broad the social definition and 
recognition of victims should be. Moreover, we felt that within the question of breadth, the 
issue of whether a hierarchy exists amongst victims is pertinent - are some considered more 
'truly' victims than others? Many people had clearly thought about these issues before; in a 
number of cases they discussed them even before being asked the following questions: 

nere has been some debate about how broad the de-tion of a victim should be. For 
exampie, shouid everyone who dhks ofhims&or herseffas a victim be considered that way by 
sociev? 

How do you feel about the suggestion that there could be a hierarchy or Merent levels of 
w'crims? (?.e. some would say that those who have been hjured m'thout cause are more W '  
victims than those who may have provoked the actions that led to theirhjury.) mat are your 
thoughts on MS issue? 

The responses to these questions were, again, broad and wide-ranging. Not only did 
respondents have different opinions about the answers, many interpreted the questions 
themselves differently. Their answers iltustrate the many intricacies within the broader theme. 

The majority of people felt that differentiations between victims do exist. Some construed these 
distinctions as a hierarchy, while others described them with alternate language or meaning. 
Their interpretations of why such differentiations exist, as well as their effect upon victims 
themselves and society as a whole, generally determined whether respondents felt positively or 
negatively about the general concept of a hierarchy. 

I 

A number of respondents from different backgrounds felt that peoples' community affiliations 
often colours their recognition of victims. Those who made this argument generally agreed that 
this sort of perspective, although human, is problematic and often divisive. 

"I think victimhood, like anythmg else in Northern Ireland, has become sectarianised.. . If someone who 
seemed to be from the other side, had become a victim, was injured, or whatever, it's their fault, because 
they're the aggressors and we're the defenders. And therefore we're the real victims in this scenario. It's 
a bunch of nonsense.'' [O$Fn'aI Republican backgrowad, now cornmunip worked 

"So the sense is where, sometimes, when there's such a definite divide, people can empathise with their 
own side, the victims of their own side very readily. But they don't find it as easy for the other side, 
because they find that they try to rationalise the reasons that these people are suffering." [Apriestj 



Similarly, some argued that although most people try to avoid language like "hierarchy," many 
people often act in deference to one anyway, which seemed to strike many as hypocritical. 

"Even though everyone/group say they are working against this [a hierarchy] in their definition of each 
other, they continually pay lip service to it and then blame it on each other." [The moderator ofagmup of  
Nationalists/~ublicam] 

"I see that from a Republican side, you know, 'there's no hierarchy of victims and we're not going to 
create hierarchy of victims.' And that's coming from their sense of who would be seen as victims of the 
conflict. But in the very next breath they don't extend 'sorry' to the security forces because they're not 
proper victims. They're perpetrators. So the very people who are seen in society as perpetrators are 
calling other people perpetrators. And they're not acknowledgmg that they're also victims and 'that their 
families are also victims.. . The same is true for people on the Loyalist side who were involved in the 
conflict. Until people take personal responsibdity it's difficult to move forward." Loyalist expisoner who 
now works in the communi41 

A strong sense emerged across the communities that a hierarchy of victims has been created by 
political or funding motivations. Again, virtually everyone who felt this way expressed the 
opinion that such an artificial hierarchy harms society. 

"M victims are victims, but some are more victimised than others? Sounds like something from George 
Orwell. Well, yeah I think there would be people who see a hierarchy of victims. Those who would see 
themselves as dsadvantaged would see money going into rehabilitation for ex-police and military and 
whatever else, and them not gemng money to do the support work that they want to. So yes, I think 
there is a perception of a hierarchy of victims." [Afonnerpobce oficer, iyirred in the Tmubks] 

'There is, in some peoples' minds, a hierarchy on all sides whlch allows them to be political and score 
points. mere]  should not be a hierarchy, but representatives allow ths  to happen then shout about it." 
W pup of 16people with Nationalist/Rtpubh borkp~nds ,  o/l of whom have, in some way, been, involved in or sqpoded the 
Republican 'causel 

'Well I think it's something that's very presenG from the whole issue of victims. And that was brought 
up in political son of vacuum. And it was used. And it was also finders that hold responsibili ty... I think 
there's no hierarchy of victims." [A Q a h t  expisoner who now work in the commnig] 

I 
"I feel that people continue to say that there should be no hierarchy, and I don't think there should be. 
But it comes through that there is.. .we have a wee group here and we're working away merrily, everyone I 
apart from me works away unpaid.. . I see sometimes a hierarchy coming in among people who are more , 

mouthy than we are, who attend more conferences or talk more... I think people should be working, with I 
people, for people." [A woman who h a  served in the secuntyforces and now works in a supportgmup] 

l 

"I think that we're very cautious here of the hierarchy of victims that has been created. And this is 
emphasised, particularly by government, and things such as the Bloomfield pepon] added to that. For 
instance, a special case was made of security forces and families; and I can't understand how their 
suffering is worse than mine.. .having buried one of my children." [Mother ofa murdered teenagetj 

"I always think people who class themselves as victims, there is a motive to this.. . I always wonder how 
many are genuine and how many not.. . People may be just out to get money. There are some genuine 
people, and always that section that jump on the bandwagon." W Minister and a councihtj 



r 

At least one woman felt that paramilitary groups, or people associated with them, have created 
their own hierarchy. 

'Well there's a hierarchy of victims certainly within paramilitary organisations. I mean if a member of 
their battalion or company has been shot, there're wreaths laid on the road and there're murals on the 
road. And there's a lot of acknowledgement. And I don't see that for security forces or normal people 
*vhoYve been affected in their everyday life." [I t v a ~  a victim, then a serviceperson and now a communig w o r i  

Some people rejected the concept of a hierarchy of victims upon the basis that aIl have suffered 
similarly. A strong sense exists that families of people.who have been injured or killed have 
suffered equally, regardless of their background. 4 
"More and more people would accept that there is no hierarchy of victimhood. That all, especially the 
dead all, are equally dead; whatever is said or done, they can't come back.. . We do live in an extremely 
divided society, where historically people from various traditions have accepted or thought that 'our dead - 

good, their dead bad.' If we can get to the situation where people say 'all dead bad,' then we'll have made 
some significant progress." p community worketj 

"So I can understand why some people would dig their heels in and claim that there are more superior 
victims than others. But I disagree with it. I think it goes much fuaher and much deeper. And I think 
through time they'll be able to look and see that. That everybody has suffered to some degree.. . In this 
town a number of UDA men have been shot dead or blown up, killed. How is their 3 year old son or 
sons any lesser of a victim because they've lost their father than the UDR man who was killed round the 
street? Or the British soldier, or the police man, their three year old son? How can you make a 
difference between the two three year old sons? In my point of view you can't. You know, they're equal. 
They're victims and that's it. There can be no difference." [Work in Loyabt ex-prrjoner supporfgmq] 

"I think that every life is precious and unique and [that] every life that has been taken has caused sorrow 
for somebody. Every person that has been hurt is continuously going through pain. And for me, there 
shouldn't be distinctions made between victims." [Mother ofa murdered teenagetj 

"If your son was killed in the Troubles, whether he was a police officer or he was member of a 
paramilitary organisation, he was killed. Those feelings of loss and pain are the same in the mother 
irrespective of what that individual did. So, it's about value laden in terms of innocent and @ty. If 
you're looking at what the actual trauma is, it's the same irrespective of their position or what they were 
involved in.. . So I would not find it useful.. .and I don't think that's a positive way of trying to go 
forward and trying to mend the issues that we have as a community" [Communi@ work4 

"In a sense, everyone's a victim in this society fkom thvty years conflict. It depends on the degree of 
victimhood. I would recognise personay that there are people fkom Loyalist or even security forces 
who are victims to a very heightened sense: anyone who's been injured physically or has lost a loved 
one." [O$Fcial R.pubbcan background, now community worketj 

Similarly, others felt that no one should judge what another's suffering and pain have been. 

"I do not believe that there is or should be a hierarchy of victims. However anyone is affected by 
conflict, there is no lugher or lower level of pain. No one has the right to say that someone's pain is less 
than their own because of the level of injury or degree of involvement." [Engbsb, victimised ly a bkbpkanted in 
Engkand, now involved in a peace pmgramme] 



"I have seen this played out [a hierarchy]. I guess there's something innately human about it; that the 
worse thing that could happen would be for someone to lose his or her life.. . My impression is that 
these are just different kinds of trauma and that they should all  be accorded some kind of equality in 
terms of support.. . If there is not enough money put in to deal with trauma, in whatever form, then 
inevitably there will be disagreements about who should be prioritised and this 'hierarchy' becomes real." 
[Engdzhwoman, no mhjjon, community worker with victim] 

"I believe that no one has the monopoly on calling themselves victims. It depends on circumstances 
surrounding their death or injury." [A member ofthepubbe sm2e who work on behayofsociety whose cofbagm have been 
murdered by both paramlitay gmtp] 

Many people wrestled with the question of innocent victims. A number from aJl communities, 
except those with a paramilitary background, felt that people who had been harmed by, but did 
not engage in Northern Ireland's political violence, were more 'truly' victims than those who did 
engage. 

'Yes, some of us were victims more than security forces or IRA/UVF." [Ayoung Catholic manjbm Nortb 
BefmJtj 

"My thoughts change on this one. My gut feehg is that someone, particularly a civilian has been 
murdered then they are 'more of a victim' than those who made choices and decisions to use violence on 
others. Although I believe that those who have perpetuated acts of violence can be perceived as victims, 
not because of their actions, but the repercussions it may have on their lives after." [Apercezved 
Cathodc/N&onariJt bac@un& :.h// idtn@es i l v  mmy apects, bbut bar dfiultier with others] 

"This is a big question for me. I don't think the term Ferarchy] is helpful.. . Those who work on the 
perpetrator's side would often say 'this is not a helpful term, hierarchy of victims, we don't want a 
hierarchy of victims, can't have a hierarchy.' And I agree with that in a sense, saying 'ok, that's not a 
helpful term if it means that we're losing this whole group of people.' So that's one part of it. But while 
you may not want to use the term Ferarchy], I can't get away from that fact that some people were less 
innocent and some people were more responsible. And there are some people who I shed less tears for. 
Sad though as it is, and you feel for their families and all the rest of it. But at the end of the day, that's 
what they were out to do, and they paid the price, and I didn't lose any sleep over it." [Work in a sqport 
gm* for victimz/zuwivor~] * 

"No, I still feel.. .that perpetrators and their f a d e s  who supported them are not victims.. .my father 
and through him, us are true victims. No I can't at this point change my mind." [Unionist, working chz,  
emigatedfoflolving m d e r  o f  RUCjitbeij 

mespondmg to: How doyoufeeIabout the sugeshon that there could be a hieramby or dsfmnt leveh ofuictimsq 
"I think this is true and there must be a line drawn between innocent and perpetrator." [Unionizt/Pmtestant 
who warforced to emigratejbm Northern Irebn4 

"Northern Ireland has a victim culture and everyone seems to see themselves as victims. Paramilitaries 
see themselves as victims as a justification/reason for their violent actions.. . No, [not everyone should 
be considered a victim] especially if they have caused death or injury, but we should try to understand 
why they did so, what caused them to become involved and to make that choice when others didn't." 
[Enghh mother #a Brisih soMier k f b d  on duty in Northem Imbnd] 



Others argued that "innocence' is a difficult issue, for many different reasons. 

"I don't think anybody at the end of the day would argue that there haven't been innocent victims. But 
again, it's challenging that thought process that many people would have, that their loved ones or people 
from their community or their tradition are somehow more important than others." W tommunip workerj 

"A hierarchy can be divisive. But I can't be judgmental of the feelings of people who have experienced 
tremendous pain, without having gone through it myself." p Lga6st ex-prisonerj 

'Well, I would say, yes there are innocent victims. But sometimes I would feel that the name of 
'innocent' is put onto victims who have actually been involved in conflict. And I don't agree with that 
because I think it takes away from the person who's just been walking across and been injured." [I was a 
victim, then a sem'cepet.son and now a communig worked 

"I would love for them to tell me what it means to be an innocent victim, what exactly they 
mean by that, or a real victim. Does it mean that they're excluding some people? And I wonder 
are they excluding people from my community? Because quite often we would have been seen 
as the perpetrators." [Mother $a murdered teenagerj 

A number of respondents attempted to reconcile their sense that differences exist amongst 
'types' of victims with their rejection of a hierarchy by tallcing about 'categories' of victims. In 
general those who responded this way desired to avoid the valuation of some peoples' suffering 
above others, but did feel it was necessary or useful to recognise that variations exist. 

"I think victim has been somewhat misused. Everybody and his brother who live in Northern Ireland 
would believe that they're victims. So that can't be true. I suppose that, without urylng to make a 
hierarchy of victims, there are dfferent levels of victimhood.. . [which is demonstrated with a series of 
concentric circles indicating the degree to which someone is affected by a violent act.] It's the head that's 
divisive. The hearts cannot be. The hearts can only have love and understanding and empathy. 
Everyone's pain is legitimate." [ V i c t i m / s ~ ~ v o r  sqportgroq work4 / 

"Hierarchy requires judgements which build or diminish individuals. It is very destructive to use such 
terms. It is better to recognise different types of victims with different stories and perhaps needing 
different support structures." [An Englishman whose son was k lhd  & an IRA bomb] 

"I believe in no hierarchy of victims, I see human beings with different needs, and on an individual base 
need to be assessed, asked what their needs are. This way we can move forward and create real peace." 
p n  Eng6shwoman whosefither was k lhd  ly an IRA bomb in EnghndJ 

"Categories, rather than hierarchies, is more useful." p health and social careprofessional, ethnic m'norip] 

"I reject the idea of a hierarchy if this is used to deny suffering on all sides, if it forms part of a 
destructive, exclusivist "victim Olympics." However, being anti-hierarchy in thls sense does not imply 
being pro-homogeneity; rejecting exclusivity does not deny legitimate differentiation. The challenge is to 
balance the need for inclusive acknowledgement of widespread suffering and harm with a sensitivity to 
context." white South Ahcan peace worker, living in Dublin] 

A few people suggested that a hierarchy, of sorts, would be useful if it were based upon peoples' 
pain and needs. Doing so, they often argued, would result in society focusing on providing 
support to those who need it the most. 



'There are different levels of grief and probably different levels of victimhood.. . So I think there is a 
hierarchy, to me, of people who've lost someone.. . Pain and suffering.. . There are a lot of people out 
there who are real, real victims to me. And that's the people who have lost members of their family." 
p n  SDLP councillool] 

"I think actually you can quantify suffering in some way. It would be absurd for me or you [both 
Americans] to say we have suffered as much as someone living in Northern Ireland from the Troubles. I 
would think someone here would be rightly angry if we said, 'I've been as much of a victim as somebody 
on the Shankill.' That'd be unreasonable, kind of offend our basic intuitions. So, I think, if you want to 
call it a hierarchy I guess I'd accept that, or quantification, I'd accept that. Somewhere between the 
flabby everyone's a victim and the overly rigid, I'm an A victim and you're only a C victim." [An American 
Researchd 

"I feel that that the government should not simply throw money at victims' support groups. Money 
should be spent with consideration on where the real needs and wants are. It is important to do so to 
avoid perpetuation of bitterness." pperson who wouM like to seepeace in ty dg, workng in a victim supportgroq] 

About one-quarter of respondents felt that in providing recognition and support to victims, 
society as a whole ought to be as inclusive as possible. In essence these respondents answered 
the question 'should everyone who rhinks ofhhnseffor herseffas a w'ctim be considered that 
way by society?'with a fairly explicit 'yes.' 

"I think that's just sufficient. If a person feels that.. .they're hurting, or that they were traumatised by 
some experience, or even watching the television and seen something terrible and that feeling disrupts 
everyhng. I think it [social recognition of victimhood] should be open to anybody who wants it." 
[Work in sq~portgm@] 

''I believe that if someone feels they have been victimised, then that is their reality. However if the 
debate does not move beyond labelling and identifying people as victims, then positive movements may 
not happen." Pperckved Cathoh/Nationalist backgmun4 still identifies with many a.pects, but haz dzzcu/ties with ofherd 

"I would probably be quite inclusive. How do I know what some people have gone through? . . . There 
are a lot of victims out there, and it's not for me to say that anyone's a victim more than another person." 

SDLP countillol] 

"In the end the individual must decide (and, if necessary) justify his/her calling themselves a 'victim.' It is 
unhelpful if others sit in judgment, telling them who and what they are. It creates resentment, distrust 
and fosters divisions." p n  Englishman whose son wm kdkd ty an I R A  bomb] 

"If someone calls themselves a victim then there are needs that are not being met and maybe society 
could help create structures that could help meet these needs." p n  Englihwoman whose father tvas k l k d  by an 
IRA bomb in Enghnd 

Others answered the question: shoufd everyone who thhks ofhimsefforherseffas a v i c h  be 
considered that way by society?with explicit negative responses. In some cases they argued 
that doing so would include people who, in their opinion, aren't really victims. No Republican 
or Loyalist ex-paramilitaries made this argument; otherwise it emerged fiom nearly all groups. 

"No, some love it." [3 Catholic mothers gexikd sons] 

"No, most in my society made the victims." [Ayoung Catholic manf im North Belfar] 



'No, e.g. during the Workers' strike of 1974, a lady in North Down was heard saying: 'this strike is awful! 
ou can't get aubergines anphere!"' p c b m a n  wbo b a  been engagedpatoraI3 thugbmt tbe Tm~bhs - inprison, in 

ofviohce b t b  victims a d  tbkr fdh] 

self-defines qs a victim that makes him or her 
Minister; then I am; it seems opportunistic." 

y who feels like a victim sign up and we'll give you 
ctimhood.. . But just because it's very 

me costs to completely jettisoning this notion of a 
into this flabby 'we're all victims.' I think we can do 

eir families?" gm* of+ Sina Fkn tt~tws~ some new, 

few argued that creating an official definition about what it means to be a victim is impossible 
or hurtful, it would probably not be a valuable exercise. 

l 

l "For me, well, I'm not sure actually if there should be an official line." wfbmrpokce ofier, iqured in tbe 

'%ut you can also say that people who use the term [victim] very broadly, and I wouldn't readily 
recognise them as a victim. But who's to say that they don't fed that. You can't.. . Once you start to say 
who cannot be remembered, you're begirrning to say to yourself, 'I could be becoming part of the 
pmblern here."' &4 pries3 

"There's an exclusivity that's developing around victimhood and that's a danger, because that's divisive 
and about malung judgments over: other people. It's creating division, rather than bringing communities 
together, which is what the whole ideas around reconciliation are. But if you can't bring people together, 
dassifjmg people into different types of victims, we're never going to get there.. . And likewise, if it's too 
vague a thug, us all standing up and saying that 'we're all victims' doesn't mean anpthulg. It becomes a 
meadngless tlmg as well. But, it's about acknowledging what has happened to people and the-needs 
assessment and identifyrng how people move on from that." [Cmmuni5 workij 

"I would be inclined to take the claim [to be a victim] seriously because even in less visible cases there 
might be genuine cry for acknowledgment.. . But there are a number of reasons why society should resist 
the exploitation and cheapening of victimhood, whether for narrow party political or selfish financial 
gains, which would undermine the position of those in genuine need.. . I would rather err on the side of 
indusivity as far as protected personslvictims are concerned." white South @canpeace worker, living in 
Dubkn] 



Named Perpetrators & Questions of Inclusivity 

One of the themes that the respondents seemed to find most significant and complex surrounds 
the perception of people who have been named perpetrators in the conflict. Our research aimed, 
in part, to explore the degree to which people feel that those who have engaged in violence can 
or should be considered victims of the conflict as well. We expected intricacies regarding this 
issue to include discussion about what the perpetrators may be victims of. Who might be 
considered perpetrators? How do different constituencies define who a perpetrator is? Should 
they be considered victims at all? Are they victims of the violent acts that they engaged in? Are 
they victims of the socialising effects of a violent society? Are they victims of community 
pressure to join organisations? Are they victims of history or circumstance? Moreover, how do 
an individual's responsibility and personal choices reflect upon his or her victimhood? Opinions 
regarding these issues and many others were illustrated in the respondents' thoughtful answers 
to the two following questions: 

mere has been s&nt%cant debate about the degree to whr'ch people became involved in viblent 
community condr'ct due to the force of c .~umstance/co~2m~~*typresse  as opposed to 
individual choice and responsibility. How do you feel such a debate could apply to Northern 
Ireland? 

Do you feel that someone who has been a peqetrator in the codict can also be a w'ciim of it? 
What makes you feel the way you do? 

Across communities, the majority of respondents felt that people who have been perpetrators in 
the conflict could be construed as victims as well, at least in some contexts. Some people felt 
this way due to their sense that perpetrators have also been affected by the violence. 

"Now, am I a victim? You know, if it hadn't been for the attacks on the people I was seeing.. .being 
killed, I would never have gotten involved in what I got involved in. I would never have been sent to 
prison. My family would never have suffered the way that they've suffered. So, I would argue very 
strongly." [Work  in Lqalist ex-prisoner ~trpportgro@] 

"I do know for a fact that there are many who have since suffered psychological consequences of their 
actions, in terms of flashbacks, nightmares, whatever else. So 'perpetrators' yes, because they've carried 
out the acts, and 'victims' yes, because they have suffered as a result of their experience." vfotmerpolite 
o@cet; injured in the Tmubhs] 

"Many men and women, after years of involvement, realised that they were mistaken and that the 
killmgs/violence need not have happened. They can never be rid of what they did. Now they may have 
changed attitudes and thus are left with deep seated anguish, regret and self l o a h g . "  pperceived 
Cathohc/Nahnalist backpun& stillidenizze~ with many asp&, but has dzflculh'es with others] 

'Yes, because in the same way as someone uninvolved in the conflict becomes a 'victim,' I feel that 
perpetrators can become victims through circumstances." [EngliJh, vittim>ed a bombphnted in England, now 
involved in apeace programme] 



"History, family grievances, injustices, have and will always impel some to choose the armed struggle. 
They may die or be severely injured in the process. I can accept that they too are victims of the conflict, 
the same conflict that took my son. I would of course condemn their tactics and methods, but not their 
political aspirations." p n  Englishman whose son war &Ikd by an IRA bomb] 

'Yes. Based on those stories I have heard. E.g. how can someone who was involved in with cleaning 
guns at age 12 be anythlng other than a victim." [I co-ordinate an extrmeb incl.u.rivepmgrammefOr uicth/suwims, 
&a.ning as apsychologist] 

Others argued that they would include perpetrators in their general idea of victimhood, however, 
they think of them in a different context fkom those who did not engage in violence. Many of 
the respondents who felt this way referred to the motivations that perpetrators probably had. 

"Generally, I think that people who join up are victims of circumstance.. . People, I would imagine, 
joined up because they have a sense of injustice, or received some kind of terrible pain of their own or 
saw their communities suffer and they decided that the only way to change it was to join an 
organisation." [Mother ofa murdered teenag4 

'Yes, I believe that perpetrators of paramilitary violence are also casualties of the present conflict owing 
to community pressure and a sense of loyalty to whatever community they may come from." p member of 
thepublic smce who worh on behayofson'eiy whose cofkagues have been murdered by bothparami'litaygroupJ1 

"The Nationalists felt very much that they were treated as second class citizens and that they had to fight 
for their equality and for their say in the community they lived in. And so, they might have gone about it 
the wrong way, you know, by shooting people and bombing and all that, but they were victims. They 
were victims. The people also who suffered as a result of the bombings and the shootings, they are .dso 
victims. There are victims on both sides. So I think that if you're a perpetrator, you can also be a 
victim." [Work in srrpportgrorrp] 

"But if you say, 'can somebody who shot another person in cold blood be both a victim and a 
perpetrator?' I have a hard time with that.. . You can still reframe somebody and see them as more than 
an act of violence. And have some humility and recognise that you could have done the same thing, but 
still be able to assign moral responsibility for actions.. . We do so for the sake of compassion.. .the 
minute we stop looking at causes, we start dismissing people from the moral community and then the 
conversation dies.. .you know, they no longer seem human." v n  Amencan researchetj 

"I think they're a victim of some other circumstance, but they're not the victim as declared by 
themselves.. . The people who were involved in political violence can never be described as the victim. 
The perpetrator, they're a victim of cirgumstances, they're a victim of history, they're a victim of all that 
when you use the word victim.. . But that's slightly different than people who've been victimised because 
they've been hurt and injured and lost loved ones as a result of that so-called victimisation of everyone 
else." [Victim/s~m~~rgr st$portgroup work4 

"In my case the simple fact that my son walked the streets of Derry [as a soldier] made him, in the eyes 
of many, a perpetrator.. .he then became a victim. So the answer to the question is, I suppose, yes. But 
there is a degree to which the victim can contribute to his/her victimhood. Whether this contribution 
diminishes his/her sense of victimhood is debatable. I believe it does. 'If you don't like the rules, don't 
play the game."' Engkshman with Irish anteshy whose son sewed ar a so& and was murdered in Northem Inkand] 

L 



A few argued that the spectrum of being a perpetrator or an innocent victim is very undefined - 
there are many shades of grey. 

"'Because in many shades of life, you can be a victim of paramilitary threat. And you can be a perpetrator 
the moment you get caught in domestic violence - physically abusing your kids. So you can be a 
perpetrator of victimhood - you're creating victims, and be a victim at the same time.. . There are varying 
degrees of being a victim and a perpetrator at the same time. But there's no solid position, there's not a 
perpetrator, the source of all evil versus the good people. That's where some of the definitions come 
from, like 'an innocent who has been.. .' Who's innocent? How do you define what innocent is?" 
[Commt/nig worked 

A significant minority of respondents, about one-fifth, felt that people who have perpetrated 
violent crimes should not also be construed as victims of the conflict. This sentiment emerged 
primarily from people who did not have strong Republican or Loyalist ties. 

"No - No - No - Sorry I feel we didn't deserve what they inflicted on us and the community." [Unionist, 
workng chs,  emigafedfolhwing mutder o f  RUC father] 

"It doesn't come across well. It would be a very hard pill to swallow. Because I know that this is 
something that has been talked about.. . But if you choose to take up arms to hurt people, then you can't 
really call yourself a victim." p woman who hm sewed in the securi&fom and now works in a srrppoortgroup] 

"Some who would be called reformed terrorists, they would say that they are victims.. . But from my 
point of view, I don't see them as victims and I don't see them as casualties. I see them as being the 
author of their own misfortune. If they were thrown in the slarnrner because they were engaged in 
terrorist activity, my view is that well, so you were engaged in the activity. If they happen to be shot as a 
result of carrying out terrorist acts, I say 'so be it.' If they were blowing people up and they were shot as 
a result of that, I say 'so be it.' It seems quite simplistic, but that's the way I view it. I think ordinary 
decent people would corroborate my views and they would feel the same way as me. And if you're 
speaking to anyone out there from whatever religious background, who have not been directly involved 
in the conflict, I think they would say the same thing." [A zmng RUC, now PSNl o$cer] 

"No, we feel that they cause most of it, be they IRA etc or state forces." [3 Catholic mothers ofexiled sons] 

"But for perpetrators, I do find it very hard to understand how anyone can go out and decide it's time to 
kill. The IRA or UDA or UVF or whatever organisation. I have no time for the person who wants to 
lull someone. But, yes, they're entitled to say they're sorry. They're entitled to do their time. They're 
entitled to say, "What I did was wrong." But, you know, I will judge them on what I probably see. But 
at the end of the day, they will be their own judges." v n  S D P  counn'lbtj 

"I do not accept the concept of terrorists as victims. They are not the same as those who have been 
butchered. The establishment recognises perpetrators as equally victims. This appals, angers and 
frustrates me, as it is done for purely political reasons. It defies any use of Enghsh; it prostitutes the 
English language. As far as the paramiLttary members being victims of circumstance, I feel that they 
often self-define. There is an element of truth to their argument, but not much." [Works ingroqbfor 
innocent victims ofparamilifaty tmrism] 

'Yes, a family member may have been killed or injured, but I find it difficult to see the perpetrator as a 
victim if he is killed or injured on a paramilitary operation." [English mother ofa Bn'tish soMier kiI.d on d ~ t y  
in N o d h m  InhndJ 



One ex-prisoner explained how he could understand such feelings, but did not agree with them. 

"I can understand that argument, but I don't believe that it's an honest or a valid sort of statement. It 
may be valid for the individual people who have lost loved ones and seeing someone that has killed a 
loved one or injured a loved one as a victim. But that, in my experience, is because there's a distance and 
no meeting of the two and no understanding of the motivations. There's also the political sort of aspect, 
where it suits their political targets to raise that issue. And a lot of victims who I have spoken to.. .they 
cannot agree or condone what you're involved in, they can understand how you got there. But in some 
sense there's a betrayal of the injured family member too. So, there's a whole sort of area around that." 
[A Loyakst expisoner who now work in the communi&] 

The consideration of the force of circumstance and politics upon people who became 
perpetrators resonated with many respondents. People fiom all of the communities questioned 
expressed this sentiment. People with Nationalist backgrounds were, however, more likely to 
describe particular grievances that people may have had with contemporary politics and society. 

"Many became involved only because of [the] overall political situation. So they were victimised twice - 
by their own enforced actions and by the actions visited on them." group ofeighf Sinn Fein voters, some new, 
some hng-tm] 

"I believe that many people who did become involved did so at a young age, believing that they were 
doing something really genuine and good for their community. While I do not doubt that a small 
number became involved because they wanted to use violence and kill for the sheer pleasure of it." 
perckved Catha&c/NationaliJf backpund; still iden@es with m a y  a.pects, bbut has dz$icuf5?es with others. 

"Definitely, because of: history, political stance, perceptions of justice, peer pressure, resentment to 
house searches, deprivation, reaction to events like the curfew and Bloody Sunday, unemployment, 
heavy-fisted operations by security forces. At the same time, large numbers did not get involved." p 
c@man who has been engagedpastorafb thmughout the Tmubks - in prison, in situations cfuiohce with victims and their families] 

"God love those little kids because if they're being brought up in that way then they're victims also.. . 
peferring to a young man who died from a failed pipe bomb:] But he was a victim, because he was 15 
years of age. He didn't make that thing, somebody put it in his hand. But the 4 year old who was 
blowing that whistle - is he going to grow up to be the 17 year old who's throwing the pipe bomb? If 
that is going to be instilled in him, then there's something extremely sad. Obviously it has to come from 
somewhere." ppriesfj 

"I have listened to stories of people who have been involved in conflict and they have talked about their 
sense of being victims of the conflict as well, and quite a lot of people appeared to have got involved 
because of something that has happened in their family, not just the circumstances of places they grew 
up in or community pressure, but more about individual experiences." [Engli~hwoman, no religion, communi& 
worker with ui&ins] 

Within this group, a number of people argued that it is important to consider social 
responsibility for the conflict, including that of people who did not actually engage in violence. 



In the absence of dialogue, the chances or the opportunities for people to resort to purely physical 
reactions to events pncrease]. . . If there is no agreed overall political understandtng, then violence will 

p commanip worked 

"Everyone has to take responsibility. Bystanders can be just as gd ty  as others. We have to address the 
causes of violence everywhere.. . The middle class professions have been spectators, but we have silently 
collude by not trylng to address the causes, such as prejudice and stereotyping." &4 health and socialcare 
pmfe~sional, ethnic minorig] 

'The responsibility of those who pulled the triggers or planted the bombs should be placed within a 
wider spiral of responsibhty, includtng those who formulated the policies, gave the orders, and those 
who actively or passively supported the violent actions.. . We should resist a too easy crirninaltsation of 
the characters of those responsible for political violence. This kind of stigmatisation may not only 
amount to a denial of shared responsibility, but also makes it very dfficult for political prisoners to feel 
part of the community again." [A white So& Afncan peace worker, living in Dtrblin] 

One respondent pointed out that to attribute someone's involvement solely to 'individual choice' 
would limit the possibility for increased understanding. 

"In many ways, the definition is dependent on whether one views the N.I. 'Troubles" as a civd 
con&ct/cid war or a prolonged . . . bout of criminaltty.. . Any attempt to impose the 'individual choice' 
option (as opposed to discussing it) would almost certainly foreclose any further debate." [Fotmermember of 
the IRA] 

Others felt that while those who became involved did so because of legitimate causes and 
motivations, they have since 'lost their way' in violence. 

"I can see young men and women being caught up in political or violent situations because of the place 
they come from and are drawn into it. They become victims.. .some of them went in for the right 
reason.. . But I had the sense to know [not to join the UDA]. A lot of people have thought that but have 
not had the courage to walk away unfortunately. You have to live with that. That's the type of think I 
think you could be a victim of. You go in for a genuine cause." [A Minister and a cotrncillod 

'Yes, they were carried along on the tide - had to belong and in belonging lost themselves. I hope they 
find their way back." [Unionist/Pmtestant who wasforced to emdgratejvm Northern Ireland] 

A number of ex-prisoners told their own stories of becoming involved. Most of these were based 
on their personal experiences rather than an overarching sense of history or politics. 

"I can remember a very, very close friend of mine. The IRA came to his door and shot him dead. And I 
remember saying to myself, 'what is the point? Why am I in this? Why am I in the security forces?' I 
became involved in pararnilitaries because the security forces' hands were tied. The government policy 
was f h g .  It was nothtng to do with historical, cultural reasons w i t h  Northern Ireland. It was 
nothing to do with that. It was pure and simple revenge. It was, so many of my friends had been killed 
and maimed, I felt I had to do something." [Works in Loyalist ex-prisoner stqportgmq] 



'Well, from a personal perspective, my family was a Republican family. And there seemed to be a lot of 
that in Northern Ireland - the tradition of Republicanism in families. There was a split in the Republican 
movement in 1970 and that was the birth of the Provisionals. I was very young at the time and I was in 
the youth wing of the Republican movement. I was lucky enough to have people around me who 
advised me and led me to stay with the Official movement. I am grateful to them for that because 
otherwise I would have taken a more overtly sectarian direction through this." [Oflcial Republican 
background, now communig worked 

"For me personally, it was a choice. I saw my friends in the security forces get killed and I joined the 
UVF because I thought that not enough was being done." p Loyalist ex-prisoneij 

"Those of us involved were pressured by violence directed at us." [Agroup ofldpeopk with 
NationalistlRepublican backgroundr, ail ofwhom have, in some wg,  been, involved in or stlpported the Repubkcan 'cause] 

Some of the people who have been directly involved in conflict felt that the degree of pressure 
and the force of circumstances are not well understood by people outside high intensity conflict 
areas. 

"There's no real perception of what it was really like.. . A lot of people outside the working class areas 
that were in the midst of this conflict wouldn't have caught on to what was going on. They wouldn't 
have experienced the same experiences. It would have been removed. As far as they were concerned, 
they wanted to get on with their lives and weren't interested really in what was happening on the 
ground." [Ofln'al Republican background, now communig worked 

"When the community hassled me and my mates we gave back. They wdl never agree with this." pyownk 
Catholic man from North Beyart] 

Respondents in relatively rural areas often felt that the debate regarding community pressure 
was less relevant to them and their communities. 

"Community pressure is not really a factor in rural areas like ours. No one in my group, to my 
knowledge, has paramilitary ties." [Aperson who wouM like to seepeace in my d q ,  working in a &m snpportgrot'p] 

"I have heard this a lot. It's hard for people in this part of the world to make that distinction, because 
this is a rural community. There are no interface areas.. . We have housing estates that are not terribly 
good, but there just never would be the same peer pressure or fear. I think there would be peer pressure 
such that certain people might join an organisation. But I don't think there's the same pressure for them 
to take up arms w i t h  that organisation." p woman who has served in the securityforces and now work in a support 

~ 

Still others felt that while the circumstances and community pressure should be remembered, 
responsibility ultimately lies with the individual. 

"My position is that as a human being, I am personally responsible for my actions, however young I was 
at the time.. . My involvement came from a purely human response to what was going on in that 
community.. . If you can look outside of yourself and blame everyone else and find justification that 
makes you feel better. But once you work through that, you come to a point where you ackngwledge 
your personal responsibdity. And there's no escaping that. And that's painful. 



There's a sense that you're betraying who you are. And when all, or a lot, of the values or beliefs that 
you've held are completely wrong, there's a sense of bewilderment and finding yourself in a wilderness." 

Loyabst ex-prisoner who now work in the communio] 

"If you get a group of young people, children, growing up with little or no education, all of a sudden to 
become a hero in the community, to have status in the community for being a UVF man or an IRA man, 
it's very appealing. But the other side of me says of course it's down to individual choice as well. 
Because I grew up in an estate like that. But I didn't decide to go down that road. I do have big issues 
with people, prisoners and people like that, who would say, 'you have to understand my life. When I was 
this age this happened to me and then this happened to me, so I joined up and this is why.' And of 
course, I understand that there's a truth in that, but there's nobody saying, 'I decided to do this, and what 
I did was wrong.' That means a lot to me, to hear people say that. And I don't see it. I just see people 
hidmg behind words like 'conflict' and 'victim."' [Works in a s+portp+for yictims/sumillon] 

"I don't accept that. I was brought up the same as anyone in a working class background; you don't 
fight, shoot or kill. That is not the way forward; there is a political means of protesting.. .not taking 
somebody's life because you feel downtrodden." Minister and a counklhtj 

"I believe in personal responsibility and free will. The idea that in order to defend one's community one 
has to go across the Irish Sea and plant bombs in litter bins and hotels and shops and pubs is an 
untenable one. I would defend my home against direct attack only if all else failed. By that I mean a 
total breakdown of the social law and order." p n  Engbshman with Irish ancestry whose son served as a soMier and was 
murdered in Northern Irehnd 

"Some people have the d/faith/morals to resist such external pressure; sadly, others do not and 
embrace with blind obedience the imperative to use illegitimate force." [An Engbsbman whose son was killed by 
an IRA bomb] 

"It certainly does apply. The family one grows up in, peer pressure, community pressure, individual 
events etc influence the choice an indtvidual makes. However, this can never condone or excuse the 
taking of life." [Engbsb mother ofa British sokiier &/kd on duty in Northem Irehnd 

A very few rejected the probability of community pressure or political circumstances being a 
significant force in many peoples' decisions to become involved. 

"Why debate? They wanted the ego. Well, maybe a small number gave in to pressures, but most enjoyed 
what they were doing. No we can't agree, [that force of circumstances was a significant factor in 
involvement] they never took responsibility. Look at Sinn Fein and others now, still fighting. It's the 
same thinking." [Unionrjt, working chs, emigrateddf/owing mwder of RUC f a h 4  

Some people mentioned personal responsibility, yet also seemed to believe that many of the 
motivations which led to involvement were legitimate. These types of answers illustrate the 
degree to which many people recognise the complexities and ambiguities of such questions. 

'You know, we can blame a lot of h g s  on the past, but we have to move from the past.. . I dunk Irish 
people are inclined to stay in the past and blame eveqdung else on what happened in the past.. .I don't 
want to see people who are saying, 'Oh, such and such person was killed. I should go out and take 
somebody else's life.. .' They would say Republican paramilitaries aren't victims because they knew what 
they were doing. But I feel sorry for their families. 



They went down that road of taking peoples' lives, you know we all  get caught up in the minute and I 
just don't want to see any more victims." p n  SDLP counn'Ibtj 

A substantial sense emerged that regardless of whether the term of 'victim' is used, pain and 
suffering is widespread. Many people felt that this suffering should be addressed, regardless of 
the individuals' background and whether or not he or she might be termed a victim. 

'To ignore the pain of some people because they have been in part responsible, I don't think that would 
be healthy as we're trying to work towards peace." [Work in a supportgmt/pfor victims/survivors] 

"Trauma is trauma no matter who has suffered it; and often the symptoms and effects are the same. If 
you look at Viemam veterans, if you look at Gulf War veterans and Second World War veterans, the 
police or army who have served here, Republican pararnilitaries, Loyalist pardtar ies ,  those who are 
suffering from traumatic stress often have all similar symptoms." pfomerpolice oflccet; injured in the Tmbks] 

"Someone who has been a perpetrator has needs which deserve to be met, needs opportunities for 
healing and for their story to be heard in a safe way, just as those starting as victims. I believe that no 
one takes up violence unless they have experienced pain or are victims of external pressure. I believe all 
victims and perpetrators have lost some of their humanity and all are human beings who deserve their 
humanity back" [An Enghhwoman whose father war kIkd ly an IRA bomb in Engkznd] 



Self-perception & Recognition 

As significant as the more general, philosophical debate is, we also feel that it is important to 
ground the issues in actual life events. With this motivation in mind, we asked respondents a 
series of questions about perceptions of victimhood as it might apply to themselves and to their 
communities. 

Considering the range of defitions and meanings, w k h ,  sumtor, casualv, or none of these, 
how wouldyou characterhe yomefforyour commum'ty? Whatparts of deiinitions, 3anfi do 
you f id  applicable? 

Ifyou use such words to descn'be yoursefforyour commumUNv, whatpm'cular incidents or 
issues are s&nScant reasons for whyyou do so? 

Do you belr'eve that otherpeople andgroups ~oughout  Northern Ireland m&ht agree with the 
way you descn'be yourself? In what ways mght they agree or disagree? 

Some respondents adamantly expressed the sentiment that they felt they were victims. Mostly, 
they felt they became victims due to the loss of a close family member. 

"I feel like a victim. A priceless son was taken from me arbitrarily, unjustly and callously. I can conceive 
of no other description for my son, my wife and my other children and I apart fiom 'victim."' [An 
Englishman whose son was &//ed ly an IRA bomb] 

"I am definitely a victim.. . My father was a serving RUC officer. He was shot while attending a set up so 
called car accident - the cowards never claimed it.. .and now they are out walkmg their streets in their 
community and my famdy had no choice but to move to the States to save my mother and her sanity." 
[Unionis& working chs, emgratedfo/hmng murder of RUC fathet] 

Some respondents felt that they, or the groups they work with, would not apply the word 'victim' 
to themselves, as they had not been physically harmed, even though they had suffered. 

"I don't think they would actually, unless something specific happened to them, I don't t h k  they would 
consider themselves victims.. . But 1 b k  it would be good for everyone to think about this question 
themselves and how it has affected them." [Works in supportgroup] 

"See, I never felt a victim. I mean I have never been physically hurt. I've been mentally scarred by the 
things that have happened to the family. But I've never been physically hurt." [Vicfim/st/m'vor supportgmq 
worked 

"I mean, I would be referred to as a victim, but I don't see myself as a victim. I don't really see myself as 
a survivor either." [Worh in a supportgmupjir vic~ms/su~vors] 

A sizeable number of respondents preferred not to 'label' themselves, or felt that the members of 
the group they work with would not do so. 



"I don't think they would use a word, what they would do is they would agree that they have suffered 
consequences, but they haven't been able to define it to a greater extent. They know that their life 
chances have been affected by their involvement in the conflict over the years. But they couldn't pull 
into any real terminology such as victimhood or survivor." [O@n'afRepub&an backgvund, now communizj worker] 

"On a very personal basis, my husband was murdered by the IRA. I don't see myself labelled as a victim, 
I don't see my f d y  labelled as victims. But I know that they are victims, if you see what I mean. But I 
don't see them labelled that way." woman who bar served in the secmp@m and now work in a s u p p o r t p ~ ~ ]  

'We have suffered and inflicted pain. New words are needed. But we have 'survived."' pgro~lp  of 16 
pe@k witb Naizo&t/Repubkcan bachgtvndr, d of whom have, in some wg,  been, involved in or supported the Repubkm 
'eaarej 

Some people preferred to talk about personal healing or a 'journey' they have been on. 

"In some respects I would be a victim of the Troubles. But I would see myself more as having survived 
an attack on me. And I'm not really a victim.. . For myself, I suppose I saw myself as being a victim in 
that I was injured, but not really as a victim that should lie down and just take it. For me it was a case of 
sink or swim, so I thought I don't fancy sinking7 so I decided to swim. And I just got on with my life." 
pfomerpokce oo$cer, i$ured in the Tmnbh] 

"I would now characterise myself as having moved on from being a victim or casualty and am now a 
survivor of the conflict - and in so doing have learnt more understanding.. .feeling that I have moved on 
from 'victimhood,' I would try and encourage my community not to seem as someone to feel sorry for." 
[Engksh, victimised by a bombpbnted in Enghd, now involved in apeacepmgranrme] I 
"My truth is that I started as a victim but I am now on a journey of healing." [An Engbsbwoman whosejither I 
was killed by an IRA bomb in Engbnd] 

A number of people who have served in security forces felt that as they had suffered as a res 
their job, they would not choose to describe themselves as 'victims.' One woman felt that 
paramilitary members would feel similarly - that they had been soldiers. 

"I think they ker group] would avoid lab*. I think they would more see themselves as people who 
did a job and are hoping to move on." p woman who has served in the sec11rifyfOm and now work in a s z p p o ~ p u p ]  

r 

"I believe that I myself could be considered a casualty of the present conflict" member oftbepub& service 
who work on beh~ofson'ezj whose colleagues have been m u r h d  by bothparm.Ij2atypup3 

"I would go with whatever they feel Pepublican paramilitary members' feelings about being victims]. But 
at one time I would have thought of them as victims and then someone pointed out to me one day that 
they are not. That they are soldiers." [Mother ofa murdered teenagetj 

'With the project that we've got, the soldiers probably won't come to us as victims.. . I think the 
difficulty is that however you define all of those words, you are never going to find something that 
describes everybody who has been affected." p n  Englishwoman whosejkther war killed an IRA bomb in E n g h q  

People spoke ~f being victimised for a variety of reasons in addition to the death or injury of a 
family member, A large number of people with a Nationalist background felt victimised by pasti 
and present discrimination by the government and society. 



'What we have to do is recognise, you know the governments did do things wrong. They did put people 
down. Nationalists were treated like second-class citizens." p n  SDLP counn'lbtj 

"So there is this general feeling that those who come from West Belfast - Republican, Nationalist, 
Catholic, whatever you want to call it - that you are responsible in some way for everydung that has 
happened, everythrng that has gone wrong in the North of Ireland through history. So you're constantly 
being patronised to.. . You know, we're the ones who've been treated as second-class citizens for so 
long. We're the ones who didn't have our civil rights." [Mother ofa murdmd teenagerj 

One man with a Unionist background argued that such suffering was not one-sided. 

'When I talk to Roman Catholics, I would say to them, 'tell me what have I got that you haven't got? 
Anythmg that I have I worked for it, nobody has given me anydung.. .Don't get me wrong, I know that 
the Unionist party didn't treat you, or the working class Protestants any different. We were treated the 
same. We had no thmgs in our houses, the same as anybody else.. .' I'm not saying there was not 
discrimination but there is always discrimination on both sides, within places, areas, jobs etc. That still 
goes on." p Minister and a counn'lbtj 

Others, particularly from Nationalist or Republican communities, spoke about the violence their 
communities endured. 

"The level of state violence and Loydst violence directed at us - the level of deaths of people in our 
community. We also recopse the pain we have caused." p p @  ofldpeopk with Nationa/rjtRepubkcan 
backgmzindr, all o f  whom have, in some w q ,  been, involved in or sqbported the &publican 'tause! 

"Multiple killings, includmg sectarian ones, internal feuds, constant house searches and body searches, 
The Falls Curfew, large numbers in prison, no social life, no access to jobs." p cletpman who has been engaged 
pastorab throughout the Tmubh'es - in priron, in situations o f  violence with vitfrin'es and their famde'es] 

Some respondents, fiom a wide variety of backgrounds, described the suffering or victimisation 
they experienced fiom their own community or through their loss of community. 

"My community, as I say, the worlung class background that I came from. I lived in a Loyalist area in 
Belfast and things were relatively ok within my immediate community, up until 1985, at the time of that 
Anglo-Irish Agreement signing.. . Loyalist paradtaries took out their venom on the RUC, it was they 
saw us as supporting that Agreement, where in fact all we were doing was holding the line between peace 
and anarchy.. . That's why my mother and father ended up beingforced out of their home in '85. And 
now they live in another part of Northern Ireland, away from where they were born and reared and grew 
up." p smng RUC, now PSNI oflcetj 

"One point may be that as I don't class myself as belonging to that community, I receive negative 
attitudes - behaviours because (of the perception) that I'm not loyal to all the principles, that I'm wishy- 
washy, and/or middle class (a perception) and removed from the worst of the conflict." ppmeived 
Cathoh/Nationaljst backpun4 still identrpes with m a y  aspects, but has dzflculties with others] 

"Because I have been a victim, my family are still victims of the Troubles, I've had paint attacks on my 
house. We have had a gun attack in 1993, a bomb attack in 1994, being threatened by people in our own 
community because I refuse to let them put flags up." p n  SDLP cout~cllhtj 



of my community, by my community. So my community became a victim of its own attitude to people 
like me.. . They certainly wouldn't feel they had any responsibility for my situation." [Unionist/Pmtestant wbs 
war jmd  to emrkatejvm Northern Irebn4 

A large number of people, from all communities, felt that their suffering and victimisation had 
not been sufficiently acknowledged and supported. Most felt that it is very important that 
society address this issue. Some argued that this failure was the result of government policy or 
funding needs. 

"An example of that would be a woman.. .who has two very, very small children.. . The husband gets 
arrested and sent to prison. That girl didn't know anythrng her husband had been involved h, she didn't 
know what he had been up to. He got life in prison for murder. She was left, she lost her job, she l o ~ t  
her husband, the children lost their father, she practically lost her home, she lost all of her friends in tl-v 
neighbourhood, because she became victimised.. . But under the definition that the European funders 
would be laying down, she would not be classed as a victim. Her family would not be classed as victims. 
Our group would get very angry at that." [Works in Loyalist ex-pn'sonersz@portgmUp] 

"It's really strange that whenever they changed our name fiom the UDR to the Royal Irish 
Regiment.. .it's like the UDR had become forgotten.. . They per group] feel forgotten about and that the 
work they did is being derided.. . I think some people probably feel that society has labelled them as 
government thugs or something like that, you know.. . It's very hard to deal with. I mean there are more 
men like that old gentleman that you met than there are any real thugs." CQ woman who bar served in the 
sem2yjnes and now work in a ~upportgm~p] 

[Speaking about the change fiom the RUC to the PSNIJ "The whole uniform has changed, which is a bit 
sad. I wore it for 25 years, it really stuck in my throat when I saw the change coming about. Of course 
the other argument that was put forward by the victims, the widows and the orphan kids, was 'my dad 
died for thisuniform, died &this uniform,-why are they taking it away?' And iJs a good cpestion, and it's 

I I one that I can't answer." CQ sani.g RUC, flow PSNl @c4 
I ' 
l C 

I Some people felt unsupported by their own community. 

1. a 
"But certainly, with the line of work that I did, from that body that was responsible for my work . tra 

I situation, the pain wasn't recognised ... Because I have never been contacted by the welfare depa&t .. 
1 that I worked for, even after I'd left. I mean, they still know where I live." [I luu a victim, then a snvinpersm 

and now a commmig workn] 

, "They [my community] made me the casualty.. . The community only sees what is done to them, not 
what they do to others.. They allowed me to be shot and exiled for 2 years.. . They would describe -me as 
a thug/criminal scum." pyoung Catholic manjvm North Befad 

b 

"We are casualties due to the actions of the IRA and our sons. Much of our community fears l~oods,' 
Police and the IRA. So we are casualties of circumstance.. .we were not directly involved in incidents bug 
the actions of others have put us in difficult positions." [3 Cathokc mothers ofekbd sons] 

Others felt that society as a whole, or people from communities other than theirs, were nott 
interested or wd&g to understand their situation. 

38 
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p o y o u  believe that otherpetpk a n d g r o q ~  throughout Northem Ifikznd mght %fie with the wayyou rJkscrs%eyourseJf?j 
"Definitely disagree, they would find it difficult to accept our suffering, probably see us as the offender.'' 
[A gm@ o f @  Sinn Fein voters, some nw, some hng-term] 

"No, we feel they would see us as deserving violence against us - we would be seen as the 'enemy,' legal 
target;" p p u p  o f  16peqk with Nationaht/R@ubbean bac&undr, all ofwhom have, in some wg ,  been, involyed in or 
supported the Repubkcan kause'j 

"Certainly some would disagree regardmg ex-prisoners [as being victims], but in some ways those who 
have been involved on the Nationalist side would have a better understanding of why we got involved. 
The middle Unionists tend to be the least understanding." v Q a k t  ex$pisona] 

"Initially what I'm saying is, the people that I've disclosed to haven't really asked. Ex-paramilitaries from 
the Nationalist side haven't really asked how I've suffered. Although they know that I'm an ex-member 
of the security forces." [I w a  a victim, then a sm'ceperson and now a communig workerj 

"Some probably wouldn't [agree with the way I describe my community] because everyone wants to be a 
bigger victim than others." [A c&man who h a  been engagedpastora& thmugbout the Tmubks - inprison, in situak'om of 
vioknce m'th victims and their farmXei] 

"I think there would be a big perception, certainly from one side of the communityy that the victims here 
wouldn't be innocent or as important as the ones that are in Northern Ireland.. . I think some people 
would have some difficulty in recognising British victims on this island because there are less of them 
and they haven't lived through the difficulties that the people in Northern 1reland have lived though." 
[Engkhtvooman, no trkyon, communig mrk with victims] 

"Unionists and Loyalists would agree with the way I describe myself but the IRA and probably Sinn Fein 
would not see my son as a victim." [Enghh mother ofa British so@er k I . d  on dufy in Northem Irehnd 

A number described a process of "re-victimisation" as a result of not being acknowledged and 
supported. 

"I felt more victimised by the system that was there, designed to help me. That they said that I wasn't 
didn't fit the criteria for an award." [A fmerpobce o&, injurtd in the Tmubks] 

"However, we know these debates easily become very politicised, which increase the risk of secondary 
victimisation amongst those who feel their suffering is trampled by political posturing." [A white South 
Aficanpeace worksr, kving in Dubbn] 

''There are so many ways to describe one's experience in the conflict; Again depending on the particular 
group applying the delinition I might have several definitions attached to me.. .My late son being a 
soldier who was killed in NI, I was called 'the father of a perpetrator.' That robs me of my identity as it 
did my son." p n  Enghhman wifh I k h  ancestty whose son sewed as a so@er and w a  murdered in Northm Inhand 

"So, there are continuous attitudes, you know, that we're not real victims. It's a constant battle, and 
really secondary trauma that you're &ing through." [Mother ofa murdersd teenaga] 

A couple of respoddents described the different experiences for hose who are outside of 
Northern Ireland. 

I 



'l I peoples' perception of being a victim here would be very different to what I have experienced 
and heard in Northern Ireland, even though its part of our constitutional United Kingdom map.. .We get 
caught up in it whether it's brought over here or our people over there who have been hit.. .people very 
much see themselves as victims of sometlung that has gone on across the water, which has nothing to do 
with them.. . . it's very much the perception that 'our boys' were sent in to try and help and they are 
ending up being victims of this." [Enghhwoman, no reh@on, tommunip worker tyith victims] ~ ; 

1 "Personally I have 'survived' the last 30 years by avoiding areas central to the conflict. Here in the RoI I ' am very aware that I had that luxury. I would characterise my community as having turned our backs on 
a community on our own doorstep.. . Many people in the RoI would view the northern situation as being 
of the peoples' own making. They (here) would see many of those in the North as intransigent and that 
therefore there was no point discussing issues of peace and reconciliation with them." [I CO-ordnate an 

I 'We have a Benevolent Fund, obviously, which is supported greatly by the people of Northern Ireland. 
I The fund is most important for our dependants, for our widows, for our orphan kids and the Benevolent 

1 fund has supported 6s well, and the people of Northern Ireland have supported the Benevolent fund 

1 very generously over the years. And that's from both sections of the community.. . The Nationalist 
commimity would have been behind the scenes supportive, but they can never openly support, because if 
they did the IRA would either intimidate them or persecute them." p semng RUC, now PSNI o$Fetj 

I 

l 

l 

"I would be extremely surprised if people in NI disagreed with my definition of what I am. Even the 
most embittered paramilitary would, I dunk, regard my son and my family as victims." p n  Engkhman 
whose son war killed Ly an IRA bomb] 

l 

One prominent man described the complexities of the high degree of social awareness of his 
suffering. 

l 
i 

"One evening my Sister was blown off the sofa and my Mother tossed down the hall. My Sister cannot 
take loud noises now. But she's a silent victim. Someone would look at my family and think if there was 
anythlng to do with the Troubles, p am] the one who suffered the most in the family. Yet, my Sister is 
anonymous. .. To turn it on its head, she can suffer her victimhood privately without the glare of the 
media or the public. Whereas anydung I do is seen by everybody.. . If I go last night and go to say a 
prayer and support a family last night. And you've got to be ever so careful that your presence doesn't 
detract from the reason that you're actually there. Because people were coming over to shake hands wi 

/ you. And say it's lovely that you've come. But the~e's no difference me being there than you being 
there.. . The time that the Omagh bomb went off, I had been there helping afterwards in the immediate 
trauma. But I went down a few days later one Sunday evening to quietly just say a prayer. And I'm 
standing over in the corner and some people recognise me, and they came over and they said 'would you 
engage us in a prayer.' And I [wanted to say] this was a quiet time for me. But because you're caught up 
in these situations you end up in almost a leadership role thrust upon you." ppnesr] 

I Within the context of social recognition and support, the position of ex-prisoners in society was 
discussed by a number of people. Some people fkom victirn/s-vor support groups, whose 

1 membership did not include any ex-prisoners, expressed the opinion that Northern Irish sode 
provides greater support and funding to ex-prisoner support groups. 

*-i*?y* 
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mtmtie3 inclusveprogammefor uzcfim/suruvors, training ng apsycholo@.rij 

A few respondents felt that they their victimhood is widely acknowledged by society. 



"Victims and survivors should not be treated as second-class citizens, in many cases they are. Many of 
them are living in extreme poverty and have suffered greatly from their losses. Not only have they lost 
loved ones, but also income, family structure, and the chance for education. One the other hand, ex- 
prisoner groups are getting more extensive funding. Whlle it is important to bring them back into 
society, they should not be getting sipficantly greater funding than other groups." pperson who wouM bke 
to seepeace in ng dg, working in a victim supportgroup] 

"People with paramilitary backgrounds are given more recognition and resources than the innocent 
victims sector for political reasons. It's demeaning and belittling when perpetrators are regarded as on 
par with my group. Very limited opportunity existed for victims to express their concerns previous to 
the formation of victims groups, following the Good Friday Agreement. In many cases, people haven't 
listened, which is tremendously frustrating." [Works ingroupfor innocent victims cfparamilitav temrism] 

Some ex-prisoners felt that they and others had continued to suffer following their release. 

"There's a multitude of issues, from ex-prisoners coming out of prison, marital breakdown, unable to 
frnd work, unable to access mainstream employrnents, particularly public sector employment. They can't 
travel as freely as others. There are issues around alcoholism and even drugs now coming a little bit. 
They're all consequences of what happened to them.. . When we became established as a prisoner group 
and began talking to Loyalist ex-prisoners, and passing what we were told down to our own ex-prisoners. 
There's now a realisation that there's a commonality of consequence and cornmonahty of need. We've 
got the same issues." [O@n'al Qubhcan background, now communi& worked 

"One grievance is the way we have been treated after getting out of prison. Being imprisoned didn't 
victimise us, as we were paying our dues. But after that [we] should not be perpetually re-punished." p 
Lyalist ex-prisonerj 

One man who worked in an ex-prisoners' support group argued that one of the reasons that 
groups like his have been relatively well funded is that in many cases they are better organised 
than some victims' groups. 

"I have heard the argument and the whole victim argument - victim versus victim, victim versus 
prisoners' groups, ex-prisoners getting more money. It mainly came from the politicians. The 
politicians, for political reasons, and in most cases for their own political gain made this whole argument 
and hyped it up and created a terrible situation. Projects should be thought out, they should have 
participants, they should have their targets, they should have a program of events that they're going to 
run. And if that has been on a funding application and put in front of a panel, the panel should be 
loolung at the criteria that has been set if that group meets it, and if it's a good project. They shouldn't 
be saying, 'Is it an ex-prisoners project, is it a Loyalist project, is it a Republican project or is it a victims 
project?' They should be looking at it as a project and ask does it target the people it's meant to be, does 
it meet the criteria as a good program. If it's a good program, fund it. The reason the victims groups 
didn't receive as much money is they &dn't put the programs together.. . The group that isn't organised, 
isn't sorted out, isn't going to be able to use the money." [Works in Loyalist expisonersqportgrotrp3 

One woman with a security force background described similar reasons why some ex-prisoner 
groups may be better funded than groups like hers. 



"There's a great sense of them being left out. They have been left out, but also they have been left out 
from the point of view that they haven't formed groups and tried to go and ask. You have tt, be a 
constitutioned group to form and do a piece of work. The thing that put groups like mine off was that 
there was talk of ex-prisoner groups got 6.5 million from the NIVT.. . He [a leader in their group] was 
told, ke're not going to apply for money fiom those people because they support ex-prisoners.' And he 
stood up and told everybody.. . l f  they're going to give money to ex-prisoners, that's not the road for 
respectable people to go down.' And none of them went down except [one man]." p m a n  who has s d  
ip the se&g@rces and now work in a strpportgm~p] 

A few people, particularly those who worked in cross-community groups, simply described the 
complexities that they had encountered when people from different backgrounds worked 
together. Nearly all of these felt that it is important, however, that they try to do so. 

I 

"[Particular program] is a great place for Protestants and Catholics to listen. Because they come together 
there and they don't even know who they're with.. . But you have to have some kind of a process so that 
people can understand each other. Otherwise the whole thrng of hating each other and hurting 
continues. That's why there's so much need for programs.. .to heal people. Otherwise the hatred is 
going to continue. And they don't see each other as people who are victims and who have suffered. 
They don't see both sides." [Work in sqpot.rgroup] 

"While I personally have worked with ex-prisoner groups and just get along with a particular [person], , 
working with each other. I find that I can work with them and they can work with me. But when I took 
my group and he took his group and we met, it would totally different.. . One tiny wee step, but it's a 
step. For my group to ever work with either Protestant or Republican paramilitaries would be ve I 
down the road." p m a n  tuho has served in the secun'gfortes and now works in a suppootgroup] sfar1 

4 
"And it's also difficult for people who lost loved ones and have been physically hurt or emotionally W 
psychologically damaged, to want to get involved in work that also involves, as they see it, perpetrat@ - 1  
because they don't see an honesty. And many people who were involved in the conflict who went tp, 
prison are reluctant to get involved with those who lost loved ones because they see it as people 
want to blame them for everydung, the whole conflict. And they don't see much value in beco 
a punch bag for people's emotions. So there's a huge amount of work that needs to be done." 

j 1 1  
ex-prisoner who now work in the mmmunig] 



Relevance 

To conclude, we felt it necessary to gather respondents' feelings about the nature and value of 
these questions and the debate surrounding them. Indeed, while we suspected that the 
questions raised are quite relevant, the research aimed, in part, to discover whether many people 
agree with this sentiment. After all, if most people feel that these questions do not hold value, 

:-:meaning or could even harm, it is questionable whether such a debate should continue. With the 
following questions we hoped to address this overarching issue of relevance: 

Have you always felt the way that you do about the issues raked in this questio~aite? Ifyour 
f e e h p  have changed, what caused this change? 

What m&ht be a useiidresult &m a &scussion such as this? 

What kind of questions in this survey have been usem to you? 
r 

A substantial minority of people responded that they had not thought or talked about these 
issues very much in the past. In many cases they expressed appreciation for the opportunity to 
do so. 

"[We have] never really thought about it, even though the words are being thrown about a lot 
-- recently.. .all [questions] have made use become more aware that the 'victims' issue needs honest 

debate." p gm* o f  l dpeopk tvith Nafonadst/Repubdcan backgmunds, all ofwhom have, in some wq, been, involved in or 
sqpo~ed the Repubdcan kawe l 

" w e  questionnaire] made me consider thrngs I had never really tho*ht about." [Engkshwoman, no rekyon, 
commum'~ worker &h uicrm] 

"[We] just started to think about it.. . All [questions] have made us think and talk for the first time." [3 
Catbok'c mothers ofexiled sons] 

Some people felt that their general values and feelings about the issues raised have remained 
similar over the years. 

"I hope I have been consistent over the years." cktgman who h a  been engagedpmtora@ fbmugbout the Tmubles - 

Q 
in piron, in sitzidons o f  vioha with b d m ~  and their fmnXes] 

"My current general views have remained similar over the past thmy years, although there have been 
some refinements and modifications." [Wwh ingroupfor innocent victims ofpmam'k'taty tewvrim] 

'1 3 
h "I know who I am and where I am going and my sense of what is right and wrong, just and unjust, is as 

strong as it ever was. What happened to me hasn't changed that, other than making me more aware of 
1 4  injustice, less blase about what happens to my fellow man." [Engdsh with 11*6 ancestty] 

"My feelings have not changed." [Fomer member ofthe IR4] 



A large number of people, including nearly all of the English respondents, described the way 
that personal interactions have increased their understanding of victimhood in Northern Ireland 

'No, not always [have I felt as I do now.] Before meeting many Irish victims (north and south of the 
border,) I saw my victimhood as far worse than, say, that of the parents of a dead paramilitary etc. But, 
painfully, I have come to revise my views." p n  Engbshman whose son was ki1.d an IRA bomb] 

"So, my views have changed a lot. I suppose it's just dealing with people, you see.. . I would be more 
aware that, generally speaking, anybody who lived through the Troubles, I don't think I would call them 
victims, but they have suffered. They have carried a lot. So I would be very open to anybody." [Works in 

~@podgro@I 

"I think my views on this have changed over the last few years since I have been involved in work with 
Northern Ireland issues. Particularly after hearing stories from peoples from all sides of this conflict. A 
few years ago, I would probably have been pretty ignorant about the different experiences of people in 
relation to this conflict." [Enghshtvoman, no reh@on, communig worker with uidms] 

"Fly feeltngs have] changed through close contact with those affected by the Troubles." p health and sock 
careprof~tsionaal, ethnic m:norig] 
"My feelings and attitudes towards paramilitaries have changed through hearing their stories. This has 
challenged me to examine my own motivations and actions.. . The more stories we hear about how 
individuals became involved in the conflict the more this will add to our understanding.. ." [I CO-ordnate m 
ext~eme~j incAusue programme for victrin/suryivors, &aning as ap~ychohgrj4 

Others spoke of the way that personal interaction has succeeded in their work. 

"It's an extraordinary thing what happens. They just say, 'I don't believe that' or 'I don't believe that you 
felt like that.. .' They really get an understandmg that both sides are suffering, were suffering the same 
thing. The very same thing. They're going through the very same pain." [Works in supportp@] 

"Being together as a group has helped many through the heahg process." pperson who wouM bke to seepeaa 
in my day, working in a victim suppodpup] 

[Describing his interaction with victims' support groups:] "When you talk a little bit about your story and 
how you became involved, what were the motivating factors. And if that's done in a way where it's not 
justifjmg what you were involved in, but it's trying to explain, to throw some light on what actually was 
going on in Northern Ireland during the conflict. It creates more of a grey area for them, where they're 
less sure [they] know about what really was going on." p Lyabst ex-prisoner who now works in the communig] 

Others' feelings have changed or evolved over time as they have had the time, opportunity and 
maturity to think through these issues further. 

"I have probably always felt this way, but I would not have thought about it as much before I was 
imprisoned." p Loyaht ex-prisonetj 



"My feelings have changed very much over the last three years, since being actively involved in a peace 
and reconciliation programme - my feelings are much more positive now." [Engksh, uicfimised b_y a bomb 
pkanted in Engkand now involved in apeace programme] 

"My views on pararnilitaries and the pressures/events that caused them to become involved have 
moderated following meeting with former paramilitaries and reading books/articles about them. This 
has not however changed my view that there is no reasonlexcuse for talung a life." [English motberofa British 
soMier killed on d ~ i y  in Nodhein InlonA 

A few people described the way that the questionnaire had promoted personal consideration. 

" w e  questions are] generally useful for thought." pperckved Cathokc/NaCionaht backpun4 stil.idents$es with 
m a y  v, bnt has drfltulties with others] 

"It was helpful in promoting reflection." p cfegptan who has been engagedpastoralby throughout the Troubks - in 
prison, in siMati0n.r ofviohce with victims and their families] 

"I would not have thought about the issues at all. But t e h g  my story has opened a debate in my mind." 
[Unionist/Pmtestant who was forced to emz@ate&m Northem InbndJ 

At least one respondent was not as sure about the value of the questions. 

"I'm not sure that these questions have been useful to me." [Former member ofthe IRA] 

A very large majority of respondents.expressed the sentiment that, in general, the issues raised 
by the questionnaire are valuable. (It should be remembered, of course, that the people who 
chose to answer the questionnaire or to make time for an interview would be more likely to feel 
that its substance mattered, than those who did not do so.) Differences exist among the reasons 
that people were likely to feel that the questions are useful. Virtually all respondents, however, 
said or implied that their general motivation is to move Northern Ireland away from conflict and 
closer to peace. 

Some people, when asked - what mght be a usefulresult Born a d(r'scussion such as MS? - 
expressed the hope that the issues and opinions raised would increase understanding for 
themselves and others. 

"1 think there needs to be that recognition [that perpetrators have been victimised as well] for society to 
move forward. Whenever one person sees the other part as different, then nobody's going to move 
forward. They just have to see them as human beings who are suffering. Then once their differences are 
reconciled that way then progress can be made." ~fomerpolice ojicer, injured in the Troubles] 

"An appreciation of the harm done to people. A help to remorse and regret for deeds done. A greater 
understandmg of where 'the state side' are coming from." p cktgman who has been engagedpastorab throughout 
the Tmubhs - inprison, in Jifuations ofviohce wi2h victims and their families] 

"That I and others would find understanding of each other.. .to help us heal our wounds [and] hurt. A 
more positive and purposeful description that would lift us mentally into higher plan of thought [and] 
action.. . I need to open my mind to more understanding about where they are coming from." 
[Unionist/Protestant who wasforced to emigratefim Northem Irelan4 . 



"Mutual respect and recognition of the widespread and deep pain caused to so many by this awful 
protracted conflict. The more tictims' meet, listen and understand, the better the prospects for a lasting 
and just peace." p n  Engbshman whose son was kilkd by an IRA bomb] 

"[A] questionnaire like this could be useful to start the healing process in this divided society." F member 
ofthepubbe smke who works on behayofsociety whose colkagues have been murdered by bothparams'k'taty groups] 

"Greater understanding of the debate which hopefully would lead to greater sensitivity towards those 
going through trauma.. . That it might help the debate around hierarchy of victims become less 
contentious." [I co-ordinate an exhmeb inclusivepmgammefor victim/sumtVIvorr, training as apsyhologisij 

Others spoke of a need to strive for greater inclusivity as the debate progresses. 

"The last question is going to remain difficult - that is the difference being made between ex-combatants 
and ex-prisoners and the rest of society. But if this society is to heal itself, to move on, become a decent 
place for all of us to live, then we're going to have to accept forced diversity; and we're going to have to 
accept that we all have things to talk about the past, the conflict; and we've got to accept each others 
stories and move on.. . I know that it's going to be a difficult process, in itself to some extent 
traumatising. But I think that it's something that we have to go through and we have to look to all post 
conflict societies, to see how they've done it. Learn from the thmgs that they've done right and the 
things that they've done wrong and move on that way, slowly, but positively forward." [OflkaI qubbcan 
bac&und, now communi& worketj 

"Agreeing to disagree. The acceptance that people from various traditions have an equal legitimacy to 
hold various positions and viewpoints regarding their allegiance and identity." W community work4 

''There are victims groups that are very choosy who their victims are. Their definition doesn't fit into 
anybody else's definition.. . And that's what causing part of the problem.. . What it comes down to is the 
politics within individual groups. How they can put a form of words together that either keep that group 
the way they want it or can expand it to include others. I suppose it's some- that will be debated for 
years." [Worh in Lgakst ex-pkoner supportgroup] 

"Challenging those who want to hold on to a narrow, exclusive, introspective understanding of their own 
victimhood. The debate could also be valuable when attention is drawn to the need to move beyond a 
fixed, passive conception of 'victim,' or when the debate is used to stress the human costs of what 
happened during the conflict. If the debate is intended to help open the eyes of those responsible to the 
impact of their actions, then again I have no problem.. . The discussion stimulated by this questionnaire 
would hopefully contribute to the recovery of a healthy ambiguity as we strive to overcome the Troubles, 
thus disrupting the destructive bar-thinking' that often characterise conceptions of victimhood and 
perpetrator-hood in post-conflict situations. I would furthermore hope that making room for the 
suffering of those who are typically denied victimhood would help to nurture culture of mercy and 
compassion, which is desperately needed." white South Ajzanpeace worker, living in Dubbn] 

Some people, across communities, described their hope that questions and answers such as 
these would lead to greater support and possibilities for healing for victims. 



[Wbat m&bt be a zt.reJi/I nsuIt. . . il 
"'Awareness of victims' place and importance m peace process and need for resources to make journey 
of healing possible." [A p p  o f  1 d p e e k  with Nationalist/R.e)nblican backpnndr, all ofwhom have, in some wg, been, 
involved in or sppo&d the R.e)nbk'can kanse l 

T o r d s  to heal." [3 Cathok'c mothers ofexild som] 

"I think there needs to be a lot more reminiscence done of the Troubles, with different sections of the 
community. Because it's only then that people are going to start expressing how they feel and their 
angers won't be held. And once you let go of that anger then it's easier to deal with." [I was a &m, then a 
servicepenon and now a communig worketj 

"That specific issues facing those traumatised become more apparent and that a structured and strategic 
action plan can be put together either to hishlfght these to other organisations that need to hear it." W 
pmkved Cathoh/Nationak'~t backpnnd; still idenhzes with many apects, bnt has dflmkies with otbers] 

"I just hope that through all this that someone can start coming to terms with the victims and what they 
need. There's a lot of counselling needed out there. There's a lot of anger out there and that anger 
needs to be dealt with in a positive way." [An S D P  connn'llo~ 

"I think for people to be able to define themselves rather than being labelled. I'd like to see victims very 
involved in debate of this issue rather than it being decided for them. I'd like to see some of the negative 
connotations taken away from the word victim, so people can feel comfortable with seeing themselves 
this way, and that it gives them an opportunity to start a process of healing and recovery." [Englishwoman, 
no re(& commnnig worker m'th vicfiins] 

"Hopefully it will enable others to move at their own pace." [Enghh, victimised by a bombphnted in Engkznd now 
involved in apeace programme] 

"[A] more thoughtful way to understand and help those affected by the Troubles." health and socialcare 
pmjssionaal, ethnic miporit~] 

Similarly, a few people felt that recognition of their personal suffering and feelings is a valuable 
outcome of the questionnaire. 

[Wbat might be a w$uI nsuIt.. . 
"The chance to tell the way I feel." p young Catholic manfim North Beyassr] 

"Other than g m g  people like me 'the ghosts of the confict, those you think you can see and hear but 
are afraa to admit exist' a chance to speak I can see no useful result." [An Engk'shman with Irish ancesby whose 
son sewed as a sok-a'ier and was murdered in Northern IreLn.1 

"Yes, I've always felt thi; way, but this is the first time I've had to face my feelings. It's too early yet to 
change how I feel, it has taken 27 years for someone to ask me to reply.. . All questions pave been 
valuable, as] they gave me the opportunity to vent my pain [and] anger." [Unionist, working chs, emigated 
foubmng mnrder o f  RUC fathherj 

A couple of people hoped that dialogue about victims would result in greater admissions of 
responsibility by others. n 



[What mght be a us@ resuft.. . 
"The IRA etc admitting they made victims." [Ayoung Catbokc manJFom Nortb Be@ss] 

''People facing up to the fact that they and no one else caused/created victims." [Unionis$ m&ng 
m&atedfOlkwing murder of RUC father] 

Not everyone responded completely positively however. A few were worried about the way 
this discussion and others can become politicised. 

"There's no harm in asking the questions. But I'm more concerned about the outcome of the rese 
Is it going to be the case as a result of your survey for example, that some government agency or bo 
going to say, 'well, we have this survey and we see here that fifty percent of the people who have 
answered the questions you have given them has said that Republican paramilitaries should be cons 
as victims.' That would worry me.. . There's no harm in asking the questions." [A sewing RUC, now 

@c4 

"[We hope for] non-political, honest discussion at community level with people, not groups who fe 
they own the arena." Ppup ofkght Sinn Fein voters, some new, some hng-term] 

A few people, particularly with security force backgrounds, were concerned about the possi 
outcome of the questions regarding perpetrators as victims. 

pescribing how her group would respond to the questionnaire:] "I think some of them would be 
interested. And some would be more put off.. . I don't know.. .to a certain degree, I think they W 

uncomfortable with this question about the paramilitary groups." p woman who h a  served in the semnty 
and now worb in a s@portgm~lp] 

"The only thing that would concern me is that some way down the line we will have a situation 
where.. .because of the situation in Northern Ireland and the way things have a habit of turning 
the tide of ordinary common decency, that the paramihtaries will be seen to be the victims here, 
decent people will be left out in the cold. That worries me." p serving RUC, now PSNT oficetj 

l ' ,  . 8  8 4 : y  

One respondent worried about under-representation of British victims, as well as the actual 
utility of the questionnaire's results. 

ccAlthough tbii survey is useful, I doubt it will cause any views to change in Northern Ireland. I dou 
many replies will come from Great Britain, where there are also many victims, due to there being no 
contact with most victims there.. . Although' the authors have attempted to reach people in Great 
the results will illustrate the under-representation of views from there and hopefully future survey 
endeavour to reach more of these people.. . I also doubt whether results will get much attention fro 
media or politicians." [Engksh mother ofa British s&w kW on duty in Northem Inbnd] 

Another respondent felt that deciding upon what it means to be a victim would be irnpossibl 
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even when I to t& about the victims, the people who've been Idled, well talk about the people 
who've been killed as the victims. For those who've been killed, even those who've been kdled d no1 

& ' t h i s .  And they are entitled to their own belief." [Victim/sunJtmr e o r t g m  

l I Some people sirnp Fi;&t&l but the diiEculties of such dialogue. 

I I "Again, it's about where we actually want to go and what the whole idea of acknowledgmg me mpact e 
what we went through is about. Is it about setting the record straight and saying, 'these Me t$e people 
who suffered?' Or is it about recognising what everybody's needs are to move on, and a c M y  have 
everybody move on. If it's just acknowledging that this is what happened to people, I'm not we,, 
particularly for the communityy what benefit that is. It's only going to be a benefit to people if they 
move on from that position." [Communi~ work4 

"It's important not to push people too far forward too fast." P victim/suwimrgronp fmilitatotj 

Pescribing his interaction with people who have lost loved ones in the Troubles:] % as time m e s ,  
on and they begin to want to understand, begin to want to find answers.. . And. that's a redly lonely' 
painful journey. Where people begin to feel that they're betraying who they are as well: as betrayisyg oEig; 
loved ones. And also [betrayind other members of their family. And then they begin to realise, and tb 
is what they would say to me, that it's somethlng within themselves that needs to do this. And that's 
disturbing for them, because they don't know why that is. Why do I need to do this? M they don't 
know even what it is they expect to get out of it. But it's that desire to know and to ~ j r  and understand 
why. It's perfectly human." p Lgalist ex-prisoner wbo now worh in the commmig] 

A large number of people simply expressed the need to keep talking - that dialogue is always 
valuable. 

"I think that the various viewpoints expressed on this whole question will have to be addressed and 
addressed in a meaningful and honest manner. And if that means ex-prisoner groups, victims groups a 
others, engaging in dialogue together, then that can only be for the benefit of all concerned e v e n d y .  
people adopt a rigid stance on questions, then meaningful debate gets pushed to the side.. . More debal 
between all those involved still needs to take place, because some of the wounds are very raw still to sal 
the least. And it will take time for those to heal. Some of them may never heal. But at least the proces 
would be underway." P communiiy worketj 

"I think that it is healthy to have that debate and to have people think about these things, because I thil 
we more enable people to define themselves." [ W o k  in a snpportgmnpjir vittim.r/mknj 

I 

"It is always healthy to engage in dialogue" v member ofthepublic sewice who works on bebaFofson'eiy wbose coIleag1 
have been murdered by b o t h p a r m X t a t y ~ ~  

m 



Concluding Thoughts 

When we first began this project, we hoped to produce a document that would increase access to and 
further understanding of a wide spectnun of opinions and perceptions regarding victimhood in the 
context of the Northern Ireland conflict It continues to be our hope that this report will help to do so. 
We imagine that as you read through the opinions provided, there will be some that seem to parallel your 
own, some that may differ and intrigue you, others may be frustrattng or even angering, there may be 
some thoughts or insights that are new or surprising. Hopefully as you read through this report you will 
consider it thoughtfully. 

How would you answer the questions presented? Are they questions that you have previously 
considered? Do you feel that some respondents have expressed opinions that are similar to yours? What 
groups of people or individuals are likely to do so? In what ways do they differ? What arguments do 
they make to support these opinions? Are these arguments compelling to you? How would you respond 
to these arguments? 

What, if anydung, has been surprising? What issues do you feel need further clarification or discussion? 
What types of issues do you believe aren't pertinent or useful? Do you think these might be valuable to 
other people? 

Would you feel comfortable contributing your voice to this debate? What format would you find most 
useful and meaningfid? Are there any standards of conduct that should be considered for those who 
participate in it? Or is the debate already limited by establishing such standards? 

We recognise that there are a number of challenges as the debate continues. Is it possible to find a 
language that is acceptable to everyone? We hope that if the debate is conducted in a meaningful 
manner, the meanings associated with the words used will change and evolve in a useful way. 

Moreover, it will be a challenge to continue to access as many opinions as possible, as well as to reach 
those whose voices have not yet been heard. Within this consideration, we hope that the thoughts of 
those people who do not feel that such a debate is valuable will continue to be included. While a number 
of respondents have spoken about 'indusivity,' others have expressed the sentiment that the nature of 
such inclusivity may make them uncomfortable or indeed undermine their position. What steps can we 
take to address such a dichotomy and to continue to include all voices? 

Two undeniably strong themes have emerged from the respondents' words - the degree of hurt that is so 
strongly felt and the hope that so many feel. How can society, particularly those of us who are working 
in the field, better support those who are hurting? And move in a way that increases the possibility for 
hope and indeed makes such hopes real? 



Victim/Survivor/Casualty Questionnaire 

We recognise that it can be difficult to create meaninsful and accurate general definitions of a 
"victim." The following are examples of some that have been suggested in Northern Ireland and 
elsewhere. (All definitions have been quoted anonymously.) 

Those who have been physicdy orpsychologkdy injured &om d e n t ,  condr'ct related 
incidents and the close relatives orpartners who care for them, along the those who 
mourn theit dead or hjured Ioved ones. 

AU those who have been dected by the cumulative effects of three decades of violence 
h Northem Ireland. 

An innocent, who has been killed, injured or hanned through no fault of theit own, rather 
by the unjustified actions of another. 

One whose lrTe has been sijpd7candy and negatively dected by vlblnt, political condr'ct. 
Thr's effect may be, but is not Limited to: personal death or injury, death or injury of a 
loved one, emotional trauma, loss of a sense of sec-, dsplacement, loss of 
educational or job opportunities, dscrimitlation or substantively lowered quaLity oflirTe. " 

1. How do you feel about such definitions? What parts of them do you find valuable or not? 

2. What kind of definitions do you find more meaningful and accurate? 

3. A number of people have suggested the words ccsurvivor" or "casualty" rather than "victim." 
How do you feel about these terms? Are there any other words that you feel are more useful? 

4. Do you find the debate surrounding the use of these words and their meanings valuable? Why or 
why not? 

5. Considering the range of definitions and meanings, victim, survivor, casualty, or none of these, 
how would you characterise yourself or your community? What parts of the definitions, if any, do 
you find applicable? 

6. If you use such words to describe yourself or your community, what particular incidents or issues 
are significant reasons for why you do so? 

7. Do you believe that other people and groups throughout Northern Ireland might agree with the 
way you describe yourself? In what ways might they agree or disagree? 

8. There has been significant debate about the degree to which people become involved in violent 
community conflict due to the force of circumstance/comrnunity pressure as opposed to individual 
choice and responsibility. How do you feel such a debate could apply to Northern Ireland? 

9. Do you feel that someone who has been a perpetrator in the conflict can also be a victim of it? 
What makes you feel the way you do? 



Please consider the list and mark the degree to which you believe that the person/group is a victim. 
1 - Strongly Agree, 2 -Somewhat Apree, 3 - Undecided/Don7t Know, 4 - Somewhat Disagree, 5 - Strongly 

The friends and family of a member of the public who has been i n j d  or killed? 

. A member of the public whose home or property have been damaged? 

4. A member of a security force/prison service who has been physically or psychologically 
injured or killd? . 
5. The fiiends and family of security force personnel who have been injured killed? 

6. A member of a security force whose home or property have been damaged? 

7. Someone who joined a security force due to community pressure? 

8. Someone who joined security force due to economic necessity? 

10. Someone who continues to belong to and support a s e d t y  force? 

11. A republican p a r d t a r y  member who has been physically or psychologically injured? 

12. The friends and M y  of a republican pamnibtwy member who has been injured? 

13. A republican paramilitary member who has been imprisoned? 

14. The M y  of an imprisoned republicxn paramilitary member? 

16. An individual who joined a republican paramilitary group due to community pressure? 

17. Someone who was once a member of a republican p a r d t a r y  group, but chose to leave? 

18. Someone who continues to belong to and support a republican parmilitary group? 
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20. The friends and family of a loyalist p a r d t a r y  member who has been injured? 

21. A loyalist paramilitary member who has been imprisoned? 

22. The family of an imprisoned loyalist paramilitary member? 

23. A loyalist paramilitary member whose home or property have been damaged? 

24. An individual who joined a loyalist paramilitary group due to community pressure? 

25. Someone who was once a member of a loyalist paramilitary group, but chose to leave? 

26. Someone who continues to belong to and support a loyalist paramilitary group? 

27. An emergency service worker, such as fire-fighters, nurses or doctors, who has been injured 
or traumatised? 
28. An emergency service worker whose job has become substantively more difficult and 
horrific as a result of the Troubled 
29. Someone who has witnessed a violent or horrific incident related to the Troubles? 

30. Someone whose way of life has been substantively changed as a result of the Troubles? 

31. Someone whose educational or career opportunities have been limited as a result of the 
Troubles? 
32. Someone whose sense of personal security has been lessened? 

33. Someone who moved or emigrated as a result of the Troubles? 

34. Someone whose quality of life has been negatively impacted in anyway as a result of the 
Troubles? 
35. Someone who does not support the Good Friday Agreement? 

36. Someone who does support the Good Friday Agreement? 

37. Someone who feels excluded from the current political climate? 

38. Someone who has been given a punishment beating/shooting? 

39. Children or young people who have grown up anywhere in Northern Ireland during the 
Troubles? 
40. Children or young people who have grown up in high intensity conflict areas during the 
Troubles? 
41. Children or young people who have grown up separated from a parent due to death or 
imprisonment? 
42. Children or young people who have become socialised or used to violent conflict within 
society? 
43. Religious leaders who have needed to provide greater support for individuals and 
communities stricken by conflict and violence? 

A B C  
1 2 3 4 5  
A B C  
1 2 3 4 5  
A B C  
1 2 3 4 5  
A B C  
1 2 3 4 5  
A B C  

A B C  
1 2 3 4 5  
A B C  
1 2 3 4 5  
A B C  
1 2 3 4 5  
A B C  
1 2 3 4 5  
A B C  
1 2 3 4 5  
A B C  



1 44. Everyone who has lived in Northern Ireland during the Troubles? 1 1 2 3 4 5  

10. Are there groups of people on this list that you believe are not victims? What makes you feel 
the way you do? 

11. Do you think that such groups would identify themselves as victims? Why would they do so? 

12. Are there any particular groups of people that stand out in your mind as having been left off 
this list? 

13. Do you have any further comments about this list or the people included on it? 

14. There has been some debate about how broad the definition of a victim should be. For 
example, should everyone who thinks of himself or herself as a victim be considered that way by 
society? 

15. How do you feel about the suggestion that there could be a hierarchy or different levels of 
victims? (i.e. some would say that those who have been injured without cause are more "truly" 
victims than those who may have provoked the actions that led to their injury.) What are your 
thoughts on this issue? 

16. How do you feel about the argument that labelling someone as a victim (or a survivor or 
casualty) perpetuates that identity? Could one's identification as a victim either enhance or detract 
from the process of healing? 

17. Have you always felt the way that you do about the issues raised in this questionnaire? If your 
feelings have changed, what caused this change? 

18. What might be a useful result from a discussion such as this? 

19. What kind of questions in this survey have been useful to you? 

20. Would you describe your background for the purposes of further understanding your answers? 
Please describe yourself in a way that you would feel comfortable being made public. (Whde the 
results of the survey will be published, all information will be kept confidential.) 

21. What hrther comments do you have? 



Feedback form: 
In order to further explore the issues arising fiom this research we invite you to submit your views by 
completing the following and returning it to the Conflict Trauma Resource Centre by way of the 
address or fax number provided on the back cover of this booklet. 

Some questions we would like you to consider are: 

What are your reactions to the information, attitudes etc. contained within this research 
document? 

Why do you think this research document has elicited the above viewslreaction fiom you or 
the people you represent or are representative of? 

Would you andlor your organization be prepared to further explore the implications of the 
research findings with the CTRC? 

Yes/No Please circle appropriate response. 

If yes above, please provide contact details: 

Name: 

Organisation: 

Tel: 

Are there any areas, geographical or thematic, that you would like to see fbrther research 
taking place on in conjunction with local activists, who we would provide support and 
technical assistance to in the course thereof 

Any other comments? 





Lonflict Trauma Resource Centre 

- - A  
~t 9 C l a d  Arts and Small Business Centre d.=-- Northern Whig House 

. - 3-10 Bridge Street 
_ .  , Belfast, BTl U 

r . 
A&. L Telephone: 028 90 926060 

Fax: 028 90 296050 
Email: marc-n-Ireland@yahw>.co.uPc 
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